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Abstract
During 1994, GSFC had 27 active orbiting satellites and one Shuttle-launched and -retrieved "free flyer."
There were 310 reported anomalies among 21 satellites and one GSFC instrument (TOMS). GOES-8
accounted for 66 anomalies and SAMPEX reported 155 "anomalies." Of the 155 anomalies reported for
all but SAMPEX, only 4 affected the spacecraft missions "substantially" or greater; that is, presented a
loss of more than 33% of the total missions. The most frequent subsystem anomalies were Instrument/
Payload (44), Timing Conanland and Control (40) and Attitude Control Systems (33). Of the non-
SAMPEX anomalies, 29% had no affect on the missions and 28% caused subsystem or instrument
degradation and for another 28% no anomaly affect on the mission could be determined. Fifty three percent
of non-SAMPEX anomalies could not be classified according to "type;" the other most common types were
'_systematic" (35), "'random" (19) and "normal or expected operation" (15). Forty percent of the anomalies
were not classified according to failure category; the remaining most frequent occurrences were "design
problems" (50) and "other, know_a problems" (35). SAMPEX anomalies were covered in a separate
section of the report because that project did not report and classify its anomalies in a format consistent
with the other projects.
Background
The performance of Goddard-managed spacecraft has been recorded since the earliest days of the Center.
However, the available data generally was collected and analyzed only within each project or program.
More detailed data encompassing all of Goddard's spacecraft began to be collected and analyzed about
twenty five years ago. In 1983, the first detailed report containing performance data over all spacecraft
was issued as a contractor report, Analysis qfSpacecrqft On-Orbit Anomalies and Lifetimes, PRC R-
3579, Februar3' 10, 1983; this report covered the period from 1978 to mid-1983 and contained data
covering Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) and Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) spacecraft. The next
report, Orbital Anomalies qf Goddard Spacecraft 1982-1983, included only GSFC spacecraft.
Subsequent annual (GSFC) reports have been issued since 1984 by the Office of Flight Assurance.
Introduction
This report summarizes and updates the manual on-orbit performance between January 1 and December 31,
1994, for spacecraft built by or managed by the Goddard Space Flight Center. It is one of a series of
similar reports which collectively present a published record of spacecraft perfonrlance. The report
sunmmarizes overall perfonnance of GSFC spacecraft and catalogues anomalous performance (reported as
"anomalies") for each spacecraft. To the extent possible, each anomaly is classified according to the
subsystem in which it occurred, the time of its occurrence, its effect on the spacecraft's mission
("criticality") and the failure causes and corrective actions, if known.
The initial pages list active spacecraft covered by the report and summarize spacecraft activity during the
year. Next, spacecraft operations are briefly described for each craft in "Spacecraft Operation
Summaries." Anomaly data for 1994 are presented and classified in "Detailed Anomaly Data" and data
tables arc prcscnted to illustrate anomaly distributions among several classifications. SAMPEX anomaly
data are reported in a separate section because of their large number and their reporting system was not
consistentwiththosefor theotherspacecraft.Logsof 1994anomaliesarepresentedinAppendicesII and
II1andGSFC's"SpacecraftLifetimeData"isupdatedinAppendixIV.
Datainclndedinthisreportedwerederivedfromthefollowingsources:
(ioddard Weekly Report, sometimes referred to as the "Director's Weekly," published in printed
form through October 14, 1994, and distributed to GSFC personnel only; denoted by "GW" in the
"'Reference" fields of the database records.
"'Weekly Staff Notes, Office of Flight Assurance," commonly referred to as the "FAM Weekly,"
published in written form by Code 303 and distributed to all flight projects and to Office of Flight
Assurance personnel: denoted by "FAMW .... in the "Reference" fields of the database records.
This report summarizes information from the Flight Assurance Managers assigned responsibilities
for each GSFC flight project.
Spacecraft Orbital Anomaly Report (SOAR) database developed originally in the early 1980's and
is maintained by the System Reliability and Safety Office (Code 302). The database was revised
substantially in 1995 and made available to qualified GSFC users having computer access to the
GSFC local area network. Each SOAR database record covers one anomaly and is assigned a
'_SOAR number:" e.g. C-117. Data from SOAR are denoted by the "SOAR ####."
Most projects maintain their own on-orbit anomaly records. These project sources are denoted by
the corresponding report numbers, e.g., "EAR," "GIR," "HSTAR," "TOAR," etc. In some cases
anomalies reported under a project source also may have been entered into the SOAR database:
these have been cross-checked to avoid duplicate records for a single anomaly.
Data collected and reported herein are current with the publication date of this report. Some data regarding
"open" (i.e., indeterminate or unresolved) anomalies may change after these anomaly investigations are
completed. For example, an anomaly classified as Unknown (Failure Category = 6) and Indeterminate
(Anonmly Type = 4) may change to different classifications after its anomaly investigation is completed.
Summal 3, of Spacecraft Activity during 1994
During 1994 GSFC had 27 orbiting spacecraft, including 12 launched for the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration. SPARTAN spacecraft are "free flyers" launched and retrieved from the
Space Shuttle: thc one Spartan active during 1994 is included in the anomaly report because it is a GSFC
spacecraft but is not counted as an "orbital" craft. The TOMS is actually an instrument launched aboard
different spacecraft: it is included in the anomaly data because of its importance to GSFC's mission (it
providcs atmospheric total ozone measurements). A complete listing of active GSFC spacecraft is shown
in Table 1, bclo_v.
Three new spacecraft launched during 1994:GOES-8 (I), NOAA-14, and Wind (GGS). The SPARTAN
201-02 was the second Shuttle launch of this free flyer: it was carried aloft in the Space Shuttle's cargo
bay, "qaunchcd'" for orbits of approximately 40 hours, then retrieved and returned to earth.
The COBE spacecraft was deactivated in January 1994 after its science missions were completed on
Table I
List of Operational Spacecraft (1994)
Launch Date Operating
Spacecraft (MM/DD/¥¥) Agency Notes:
CGRO 04/(15/91 NASA Named changed to Compton Gmmna Ray Observatory in 1994
COBE 11/18/89 NASA Science mission ended 12/23/93, S/C downgraded 01/94
ERBS 10/05/84 NASA
EUVE 06/07/92 NASA
HST (14/24/90 NASA
,..icg..!.!.sEz.:.3.). .. ..............!!.8./!_/78..... ..........,N_s._............N.o..!..9...9.4._.o.ma!!._. .. ........ ........................................................................
IMP-8 10/26/73 NASA No 1994 anomalies
IUE 01/26/78 NASA
............................................NIMBUS-7 ' ...............................10/24/78 "..............................NASA _...............................................................Sciellce mission ended 12/93, S_;C.............................................................downgraded
SAMPEX 07/03/92 NASA
SPARTAN 201-02 09/94* NASA *"Free flyer" on STS-64, returned to Earth after 40 hrs.
TDRS- 1 04/(14/83 NASA
TDRS-3 09/29/88 NASA
TDRS-4 03/13/89 NASA
............................................. , ................................ _ ............................. , ..............................................................................................................................
TDRS-5 08/(12/91 NASA
TDRS-6 01 / 13/93 NASA
TOMS/M3 08/15/91 NASA InstAlment aboard Russian Meteor S/C; decoimn'd 12/94
UARS 09/15/91 NASA
..w.!9._..(..9._.s_. .. ...................! !./ 0.!.(.94.... .... ......_..4.s..4.... ....._.w..................................................................................................................
NOAA-09 12/12/84 NOAA
NOAA-10 09/17/86 NOAA No 1994 anomalies
NOAA- l l 09/24/88 NOAA
NOAA-12 05/14/91 NOAA
NOAA- 14 12/30/94 NOAA NEW
GOES-2 06/16/77 NOAA Deactivated
GOES-5 05/22/81 NOAA Deactivated
GOES-6 (14/28/83 NOAA Deactivated
GOES-7 02/26/87 NOAA Operational; anomalies not reported to GSFC
GOES-8 (14/13/94 NOAA NEW, Operational
.._.s._T:4 ......................c !7/ .!..6./.}_... . ....s...oA..4.. .. ..........S °..a_.°:._?.Y..._._.5_P.° d...t. °.RSF.C............. ...........................................
LANDSAT-5 03/01/84 NOAA No azmmaly data reported to GSFC
December 12, 1993: the four year old craft is still in orbit and occasional communications checks are
made. No anomaly data are reported for COBE Likewise, the science mission for NIMBUS-7 ended in
December 1993: the one anomaly reported for this craft in 1994 was the Santiago ground station being
unable to acquire the spacecraft.
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Although the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) was built under contract to Marshall Space Flight Center
(MSFC), it is included in this report since management of its flight operations and servicing missions has
been assigned to GSFC.
Of the GOES spacecraft still in orbit, GOES-2, -5, and -6 have been deactivated. GOES-7 and -8 are the
operational satellites. Anomaly data is reported for GOES-8 but not for GOES-7; on-orbit anomalies were
not reported regularly to GSFC for GOES-7.
Though they were constructed under GSFC management, the LANDSAT-4 and -5 satellites no longer
have their anomalies reported to GSFC so none are included in this report.
Spacecraft Operation Summaries
The following sections describe 1994 operations for each individual spacecraft, or series:
Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory (CGRO) / Class B
This spacecraft, launched as the Gamma-Ray Observatory (GRO) on April 5, 1991 by the Space Shuttle
Atlantis, is the largest civilian satellite ever deployed from the Shuttle - weighing in at over 17 tons. It was
designed for a mission life of two years, but is expected to operate for at least six years. It is in a nearly
circular, low earth orbit at 450 kilometers. The CGRO mission is to study the sources and astrophysical
processes that produce the highest energy electromagnetic radiation from the cosmos. It carries four
instruments that provide simultaneous observ_,tions over five decades of energy, from 0.1 MeV to 30 GeV:
the Burst And Transient Source Experiment (BATSE), the Oriented Scintillation Spectrometer Experiment
(OSSE), the Imaging Compton Telescope (COMTEL) and the Energetic Gamma-Ray Experiment
Telescope (EGRET).
During 1994 CGRO continued to operate reliably. The three anomalies which occurred did not adversely
affect science observations. By the end of 1994, CGRO had been in orbit 1370 days.
Cosmic Background Explorer (COBE) / Class B
COBE, developed and built at GSFC, was designed to measure the diffuse infrared and microwave
radiation from the early universe using three instruments: a Far Infrared Absolute Spectrophotometer
(FIRAS), a Differential Microwave Radiometer (DMR) and a Diffuse Infrared Background Experiment
(DIRBE). The spacecraft operated over a four year period with 21 anomalies reported by the end of 1993.
It had been designed for a mission life of 18 months. On December 23, 1993, COBE's science missions
were ended and the spacecraft was downgraded in its status. Several systems checks were continued
through January 1994 and afterwards the satellite was deactivated. Occasional communications checks
were and are still being performed. No 1994 anomalies were reported. COBE will no longer be reported in
these reports.
Earth Radiation Budget Satellite (ERBS) / None Assigned - estimated as Class B
ERBS is one of the oldest GSFC operational satellites, having 3741 days in orbit by the end of 1994. It
was deployed by the Space Shuttle on October 5, 1984 into a low earth orbit which currently is 577 by 598
kilometers. It is designed to study the earth's climates. At the end of 1993, it was operating on only one
battery,whichhadtwofailedcells,andwithonlyonecommandmemoryunit- CSM-1.During1994,there
were16anomalieswiththeremainingconunandmemory:theseusuallyconsistedof memorylocations
failingvaliditychecksandwerecorrectedbyuplinkingthecommandsagain.Therewasoneanomaly
involvingahighmotorcurrentwhichcausedascienceventobemissedentirely;thisanomalywastobe
investigated.At theendof theyearthespacecraftwasstill operatingadequatelyafterovertenyears;it was
designedoriginallyforatwoyearmissionlife.
ExtremeUltraviolet Explorer (EUVE) / Class B
This "'Explorer" satellite was launched June 7, 1992, aboard a Delta II launch vehicle. It is in a low earth
orbit of 507 by 521 kilometers and rotates about the earth every 95 minutes. EUVE was the first satellite
to make spectroscopic and wide-band observations over the entire extreme ultraviolet radiation spectrum.
It consists of three scalming telescopes and a deep survey/spectrometer instrument weighing 270 and 710
pounds (188 and 323 kilograms), respectively.
During 1994, EUVE had five anomalies: four negligible or minor ones in the telemetry and data handling
system and a catastrophic failure in one on-board experiment (EVEEP). In April, 1994, a transponder
failed with 4414 hours total use; the system was switched to the redundant Transponder A. Three
anomalies occurred with a data tape recorder, the third being a recorder failure when no tape motion was
observed on December 31, 1994. The EVEEP experiment failed to provide any data on July 16, 1994;
apparently, a 15 volt DC-to-DC converter failed. The experiment's mission objectives had been met before
it failed. The rest of the spacecraft was operating satisfactorily at the end of 1994.
Geostationary Operational Environment Satellite (GOES-8) / Class A
GOES are a series of weather and environmental observation satellites constructed and launched by NASA
for the Natio,ml Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). They provide data for severe storm
evaluation, information on cloud cover, winds, ocean currents, fog distribution, storm circulation and snow
melt using visual and infrared imagery; they also receive transmissions from free-floating balloons, buoys
and remote automatic data collection stations around the world. GOES provides the now-familiar weather
pictures seen on television newscasts. They operate in a gyoschronous orbit about 35,800 kilometers above
the Earth.
GOES-8 was launched April 13, 1994, one of three orbiting GSFC satellites launched during the year. It
was the first of a new generation of GOES which were designed to provide improved imaging. It is an
"earth-oriented" spacecraft intended to provide more efficient duty cycles for imaging and to give higher
spatial resolution and signal-to-noise ratios. Its improved sounding capability provides operational
soundings fi'om a geostationary altitude for the first time. It also featured new data transmission formats
for use by direct broadcast users. These technological improvements came with a cost: GOES-8 showed
the greatest number of anomalies of any spacecraft in 1994 (excluding SAMPEX). Sixty two of the 66
anonmlics occurred during the testing and operational checks of the satellite. Most affected were the
attitude control system (21 anomalies) and the Imager and Sounder instruments (29). Thirty nine of the
anomalies were traced to design or other known, assignable causes. Thirty two of the anomalies had no
effect on the spacecraft's mission; nineteen caused some degradation in either instruments or other
subsystems. Only 17 anomalies caused "minor" mission effects; none were more severe.
GOES-8 is the second of two the operational GOES craft needed to provide full coverage of the United
States for National Weather Service observations. The previously launched GOES-7 provides coverage of
thewesternregion.Anomalydatafor GOES-7wassporadicallyreportedtoGSFC,if atall, soit isnot
includedin thisyear'sreport.
HubbleSpaceTelescope (HST) / Class B
The Hubble Space Telescope was launched from the Shuttle on April 25, 1990 into a low earth orbit at
approximately 600 kilometers. Its two well-known post-launch problems, the aberration in its telescope
mirror and a solar array affecting its instruments, have both been resolved with the first servicing mission
in i993.
HST had 19 anomalies during 1994, none which caused more than "minor" effects to its mission. The
anomalies affected the attitude control (4), power (3), telemetry and data handling (4), timing command
and control (4) and scientific instruments (4). One solar panel assembly shorted and decreased power to
battery number 5, its projected impact would not affect science missions until March 2000 if the array is
not replaced by that time. Five days of science observations were lost in October when the Faint Object
Spectrograph (FOS) went into an automatic SAFE mode; this possibly was caused by a transient which
corrupted the FOS microprocessor. In December gyroscope number 5 showed two occasions of excessive
current. It was suspected to be a "lubricant patch" problem and the gyroscope was to be monitored and
shut dox_11if its current exceeded 240 mA, this would not affect the science missions as a redundant
gyroscope would be switched in. Most other anomalies were memory and computer errors. At the end of
1994. HST was operating satisfactorily.
Interplanetary Monitoring Platform (IMP-8) / None Assigned - estimated as Class C
IMP-8 was launched on October 26, 1973,.into a 189,024 by 247,267 kilometer orbit. It measures
magnetic fields, plasmas, and energetic charged particles (e.g., cosmic rays) of the Earth's magnetotail and
magnetosheath and of the near-Earth solar wind. IMP-8 operated satisfactorily during all of 1994 and
continued to operate through June 1996. No anomalies were reported during 1994.
International Cometary Explorer (ICE) / None Assigned - estimated as Class B
This satellite was launched August 12, 1978, to study the composition and physical state of a comet's
nucleus and to investigate interactions between the solar wind and cometary atmosphere. In August, it
celebrated its sixteenth year in orbit. No anomalies were reported in 1994, only Jet Propulsion Laboratory
investigators are receiving data from the satellite, since funding was transferred to JPL in February 1993.
International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) / None Assigned - estimated as Class B
This spacecraft is the second oldest operating spacecraft in this report, having been launched on January
26, 1978 into a 30,237 by 41,354 kilometer synchronous orbit by a Delta launch vehicle. It is 4.2 x 1.45 x
1.45 meters in size and weighs 462 kg (in orbit). It had been in service for seventeen years in January
1995, _ith a design life of three years. It is a "workhorse" observatory and gathers data on planets, stars,
galaxies and "'targets of opportunity," such as comets, novae and supernovae. During July, 1994, IUE
spent a significant time observing Jupiter when the Comet Shoemaker-Levy collided with that planet. IUE
often is used in conjunction with other observatories (such as Hubble Space Telescope, the German
ROSAT, CGRO, EUVE and other space- and ground-based probes) to accumulate simultaneous data.
During1994IUEsufferedelevenanomaliesin itsTC&Csysteminwhichconmlandswerenotreceivedor
executedproperly:thesewerere-uplinkedandexecutedsuccessfully.Therewasoneattitudesystem
anomalyill whichthespacecraft'spitchandyawvaried:thiswasstabilizedthefollowingdayafternew
gyroscopetrimcommandswereuplinked.Inanothercase,apitchaxisreactionwheelchangedwithoutany
consequentspacccrattattitudechangeandthiswasclearedbyswitchingthetelemetrytoanothercommand
unit.At theendof 1994IUEstill wasoperatingsatisfactorily.
Landsat/ None Assigned - estimated as Class B
The Landsat series of satellites provide mapping of the Earth's features through transmissions of global
pictures recorded m a number of wavelengths, or spectral bands. Landsat images are used for many
diverse scientific applications, such as providing maps and charts of regions previously too remote for
conventional mapping, locating sea life sources, minerals and fresh water, evaluating forestation and
agriculture, and so forth. Landsat anomaly data is no longer provided to GSFC, so none are included in
this report.
NIMBUS-7 / None Assigned - estimated as Class B
This old spacecraft, launched in 1978, provided television and infrared imaging for weather analyses from
a near polar orbit. It also carried the first TOMS instrument that provided most of the data for the study of
global ozone and the "'ozone hole" over the Antarctic: this instrument ceased functioning in May 1993. Its
science mission was cnded on December 28, 1993, when the sun angle on the solar arrays was such that
insufficient power was generated to run the two remaining instruments. The spacecraft continued to
operate as a comnmnications relay link until April 11, 1994, when the Santiago ground station was no
longer able to acquire the spacecraft. Nimbus-7 will no longer be reported in subsequent reports.
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) / Class B
The NOAA-scries of spacecraft are a more advanced version of the previous TIROS-series which provides
television and infrared imaging for weather forecasting and environmental studies. Additionally, they
provide search and rescue capabilities through continuous, worldwide monitoring for distress radio
beacons: these services are coordinated through the cooperative efforts of many nations. The NOAA
satellites are constructed and launched by NASA for the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA).
In 1994 there were four active NOAA satellites: NOAA-09, -10, -l l, and -12. NOAA-14 was launched on
December 30. 1_)94. NOAA-09 suffered one anomaly in August - failure of its Z-axis reaction wheel atter
a large pitch attitude transient. NOAA-10 had no 1994 anomalies. NOAA-11 had three anomalies: an
increase m AVHRR motor current in its power system, drive transistors overheating m an instrument and a
diffuser not being stowed. NOAA-12 also had three anomalies: two were related to the skew gyroscope
and a the third involved the tclemetr 5, and data handling system for its microwave sounding unit. The
newly launched NOAA-14 had two anomalies involving its attitude control system: a gas regulator leak
caused an attitude disturbance and there was an un-neutralized thrust vent when a gaseous nitrogen valve
was opc_ed to relieve pressure in its system. None of the nine NOAA anomalies caused an impact more
severe than 'minor."
Solar Anomalous and Magnetospheric Particle Explorer (SAMPEX) / Class C
SAMPEX is tile first spacecraft launched under GSFC's Small Explorer Program. It was launched July 3,
1992, aboard a Scout expendable launch vehicle into a 520 by 670 kilometer orbit. It is designed to study
the composition of energetic articles arriving at Earth from the solar atmosphere and interstellar space. It
also measures the number of relativistic electrons entering the atmosphere from outer space which
contributes to ozone destruction.
The spacecraft uses several innovative approaches including an optical fiber bus, powerful on-board
computers and large solid state memories (instead of the tape recorders usually employed). SAMPEX is
designed for a mission life of three years.
The SAMPEX project did not catalog and record its anomalies in a format consistent with the other GSFC
projects. It reports all anomalies, though many are insignificant when compared to their impact on
spacecraft operations. Also, they do not classify them by criticality, or mission effect, anomaly effect,
anomaly type and failure category. Thus, the 161 SAMPEX anomalies reported in 1994 are discussed
separately from the other GSFC satellites in this report.
SPARTAN 201-02 / Class D
SPARTAN 201 is a small, Shuttle-launched and -retrieved satellite designed to study the Sun. It is 2.3 m
long and weighs 1136 kg (deployed mass). SPARTAN 201 carries two instruments, a White Light
Coronagraph (WLC) and a Ultraviolet Coronal Spectrometer (UVCS). The -02 after the 201 designation
refers to its sequential flight number.
SPARTAN 201-02 was flown aboard STS-64 in September 1994. The WLC instrument failed when its
images saturated. This was caused be a design decision to use a larger external occulting disk; the
originally-sized disk was refitted for the -03 mission in 1995 and the instrument functioned perfectly.
Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS) / Class A
The TDRS satellites provide communications for NASA and other satellites and for the Space Shuttle.
Using two TDRS positioned in orbits of about 35,900 kilometers altitude and 130 degrees apart NASA is
able to provide better coverage (85 to 100% of an orbit, depending on the user satellite's orbital altitude)
without the extensive network of ground stations formerly used. They can handle up to 300 million bits of
information per second. Each TDRS weighs about 2086 kilograms and are 17 m wide (across the solar
arrays). The satellite's solar panels provide 1700 Watts of power.
In 1994, there were five active TDRS satellites. TDRS-I, -3, and -6 each had one anomaly, all which had
a negligible impact on their mission. TDRS-4 had two "negligible" anomalies: a change in Command
Processor B's decoder address, which was reset and verified, and a drop in the TLM signal for a TWTA,
which also was resolved. TDRS-5 had two anomalies in May caused by failure of one TWTA: service was
switched to the other redundant TWTA At the end of 1994, operation of all five TDRS satellites was
nominal.
TotalOzoneMapping Spectrometer (TOMS - M3) - INSTRUMENT / Ul_nown
The TOMS instrument was included in this report because of its importance to GSFC's mission. TOMS is
an instrument launched aboard a spacecraft which performs high resolution mapping of global ozone on a
daily basis. It is the primary source for high resolution global maps of the ozone content of the Earth's
atmosphere: it also has provided pictures of the Antarctic "ozone hole." In additions, TOMS measures
sulfur dioxide, such as that released in volcanic eruptions. The TOMS instruments have provided scientists
valuable data which separates out the short term and long term fluctuations in atmospheric ozone.
The first TOMS was launched aboard NIMBUS-7.
The TOMS instrument included in this report was launched August 15, 1991, aboard a Russian (then
Soviet Union) Meteor-3 spacecraft. It functioned satisfactorily until the instrument's chopper motor began
to show anomalous current readings in 1993. The motor finally failed completely on December 23, 1994,
at which time TOMS-M3 ceased providing data. It was suspected that the bearing may have failed in the
nlotor.
Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS) / Class B
UARS is the first major spacecraft of NASA's Mission to Planet Earth series, a coordinated long-term
program studying the Earth's global envirormlental systems. It was launched on September 15, 1991, from
the Space Shuttle Discovery. It contains ten simultaneously-operating scientific instruments for studying
the composition, temperature, winds and energy of the stratosphere, mesoshpere and lower thermosphere:
eight of the instruments are still operating. UARS provided the first global map of chlorine monoxide,
confirming a direct link between its presence and ozone depletion. At the end of 1994, it had been
operating for three years and three months, exceeding its design life of three years.
During 1994, UARS suffered seven anomalies affecting its attitude control, power, telemetry and data
handling, TC&C, and instrument systems. None had more than a "minor" impact. They included noise in
Transponder A (January 6 and March 5) and a loss of some atmospheric data on January 19 when the
MLS scan system internfittcntly responded to commanded position changes. A low voltage/low charge
condition in a battcu' caused a large spacecraft current load on February 26; this was remedied and the
spacecraft returned nonnal operations within 24 hours by operational cominands. Yaw commands failed to
be executcd on March 15, which caused a consequent load-shedding and turned off most instruments; this
was fixed by reschcduling the yaw maneuver for the following day. At the end of 1994, UARS was
operating satisfactorily with eight operational instruments.
Wind (Global Geospace Science - GGS) / Class B
Wind is the first of two spacecraft in GSFC's Global Geoscience (GGS) initiative. It is designed to
observc thc Earth's "'foreshock region" and to measure the incoming solar wind and magnetic fields and
particles. It was launched November 1, 1994, aboard a Delta launch vehicle.
The first 30 days of Wind operations were used for spacecraft and instruments checkouts. The spacecraft
began science operations after this initial thirty days. Wind reported six anomalies, none of which had
more than a "'negligible" effect on its mission. One thruster provided only 75% of its expected thrust
during a calibration maneuver on the first day of its mission; this thruster was not used for the balance of
the reporting period. There was an anomalous valve cooling incident, in which a valve remained at a high
temperature for over one hour and then rapidly cooled: it was suspected to have been caused by an
operationalmplifierlatchingup(adesignproblem).Therewerethreeinstrumentanomalies:theSWE
instrumentshutdownbecauseof acurrentovershoot,theSWEresetitselftoanemergencyturn-offwhen
therewasanextraneousconunandin itsSCTunitandcommandsup-linkedtotheTGRSinstrumentcaused
it to reset.Inall cases,theinstrumentsreturnedtofull operation.At theendof 1994,Windspacecraft
wasperfonningsatisfactorily.
Detailed Anomaly Data
Anomaly data for this report were classifed using the same categories as for previous reports in this series
and which also correspond to the categories and classifications used for data in the older Spacecraft Orbital
Anomaly Report (SOAR) database. This classification scheme assigns numerical codes to various
categories to facilitate data entry, sorting and analysis of the anomaly data. The classification categories
are as follows:
I. Spacecraft Mission Classification - Assigned A, B, C, or D in accordance with the NASA
mission level per GMI 8010.2. In some cases, the mission classification may not be listed if it is
not kalown, e.g., if the spacecraft were launched before the above classification scheme was
implenlented.
2. Index - A sequential reference hamber assigned chronologically from the launch for each
spacecraft or spacecraft series enumerating reported anomalies. For this year's report, the index
numbers are prefixed by "94" to denote the year the anomalies occurred, e.g., "9417" is the
seventeenth anomaly reported since launch and it occurred during 1994.
3. Date - The date an anomaly occurred is reported as "YYMMDD," to facilitate database
sorting. The corresponding number of days since launch, if known, is reported as "#Days."
4. Subsystem - Spacecraft systems (or subsystems) are classified into the following nine
categories:
1 = Attitude Control System (ACS)
2 = Power System
3 -- Propulsion System
4 = Spacecraft Structure
5 = Telemetry and Data Handling System (TLM & DH)
6 = Thermal System
7 = Timing, Command and Control System (TC&C)
8 = Instrument(s) (spacecraft payload)
9 = Other system, not listed above
5. Criticality (Mission Effect) - A number denoting the effect of the anomaly on the spacecraft's
mission is assigned according to the following classifications:
! = Negligible, or no impact
2 = Minor (not negligible, small)
3 -- Substantial (1/3 to 2/3 mission loss)
4 = Major (2/3 to nearly total loss)
5 = Catastrophic (Total mission loss)
(approx. 0 - 5 % of the mission objectives)
( 5-33 %)
(33- 66 %)
(66 - 95 %)
(95 -lO0 %)
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5. Description- A briefdescriptionof theanomalyanditsprobablecause,if known.
6. EffectorAction- Theanomaly'seffectonthemissionandcorrectiveactionforthisor future
missions,if known.
7. Reference- Theinformationsource,orsources,for theanomaly,e.g., projectanomalyor
incidentreportnumber,SOARnumber,orotherdocument.
Eachanomalyalsoisclassifiedunderthefollowingcriteriafor sortingandanalysisin theSpacecraft
OrbitalAnomalyReport(SOAR)database:
AnomalyEffect: l = Spacecraftfailure
2= SubsystemorInstrumentfailure
3= Componentfailure
4= Assemblyfailure
5= Partfailure
6= Systemor instrumentdegradation
7= Indeterminate(notknown)
8= Lossof redundancy
9= None
FailureCategory': l = Designproblem
2 -- Workmanshipproblem
3= Partproblem
4= Envirorm_entalproblem
5= Othercause(known,withexplanation)
6= Unknown
AnomalyType: l = Systematic (i.e., anomaly would occur for identical equipment
operated under identical conditions)
2 = Random
3 = Wearout (special case of"Systematic ')
4 = Indeterminate (not known)
5 = Intermittent
6 = Normal or expected operation
Summary of Detailed Anomaly Data
For GSFC's 1994 spacecraft operations, there were 27 active spacecraft. A total of 3 l0 anomalies were
reported among 21 satellites and one instrument (TOMS). These included 66anomalies on GOES-8 and
155 on SAMPEX. SAMPEX anomalies are discussed separately from other GSFC satellites in a separate
section, below.
The distribution of anomalies anaong the non-SAMPEX spacecraf_ is shown in Table II, below. Since
GOES-8 accounted for 43% of the anomalies, Table II and the other tables show two separate
classification totals: "All S/C except GOES-8" and "All S/C." For the NOAA and TDRS satellites, the
11
Table II. 1994 Anomaly Distribution Among Spacecraft
S/C
CGRO
ERBS
EUVE
GOES-8
HST
IUE
NIMBUS-7
Number of Anomalies
1994
3
17
5
66
19
13
1
life time
23
38
6
66
91
45
75
S/C
NOAA-9/14
SAMPEX
SPARTAN 2ol-o2
TD RS - 1/6
TOMS (Instrum.)
UARS
Wind
Total
Number of
1994
9*
155
1
7*
l
7
6
310
Total (excl. SAMPEX) 155
Anomalies
life time
82*
297
139"
17
6
* hlcludes all S/C in the series.
Table III. 1994 Anomaly Distribution by Mission Effect
Mission Effect =
S/C
CGRO
ERBS
EUVE
I
(o- 5%)
GOES-8 49
HST 16
IUE 12
2
(5- 33%)
14
2
17
3
1
3
(33- 66%)
4
(66 - 95%)
5
(95- ioo%)
1
NIMBUS-7 1
NOAA-9/14 * 1 7
SPARTAN 2ol-o2 1
TDRS- 1/6 5 2
TOMS (Instrum) 1
UARS 5 2
Wind 6
All S/C except GOES-8 53 31 0 1 3
All S/C 102 48 0 1 3
Note: SAMPEX data NOT included in above table.
• - One NOAA-I 1 anomaly not classified.
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tables include totals for all active spacecraft within each series. For reference, Table II lists both the
number of 1994 anomalies and the total number since launch ("life time").
The GOES-8 spacecraft showed an unusually large number of anomalies compared to the other spacecraft.
This was the first "'new generation" GOES, which historically had integration and test problems before it
was launched Sixty two of the 66 anomalies reported in 1994 occurred during the operational "check out
and testing" of the newly launched craft. Particularly troublesome were its Attitude Control System (21 of
66 anomalies) and Instruments (or Payload) (29 of 66), see Table IV. These two subsystems accounted for
76% of the GOES-8 anomalies.
Table III shows anomaly effects on each spacecraft's total mission. Sixty six percent of the anomalies
(102) had little or no effect ("negligible, or no impact") on spacecraft mission performance and 31% had a
"'minor" effect (5 to 33% of the mission). Only four anomalies affected greater than 66% of spacecraft
missions. These included a total instrument failure of the EVEEP experiment on EUVE (however, all
mission objectives had becn met before failure), a comnmnications failure between the ground station
(Santiago) and NIMBUS-7 (after four attempts) resulting in a loss of the remaining spacecraft mission (this
satellite had its science mission terminated on December 23, 1993, and was being used only as a
conmmnications relay link); failure of the White Light Coronagraph (WLC) instrument on SPARTAN
201-02, caused by a design decision (to fit an oversized occulting disk to the instrument for this flight): and
failure of the chopper lnotor on the TOMS instrument aboard the Russian Meteor-3 spacecraft.
The anomaly distribution among spacecraft subsystems is shown in Table IV. GOES-8 already has been
discussed above. For all other spacecraft, the most anomalies occurred in the Timing, Command and
Control (TC&C) systems (36 anomalies, 40%), Telemetry and Data Handling systems (12, 13%),
lnstmnaents (15, 17%) and Attitude Control Systems (ACS) (12, 13%). ERBS and 1UE accounted for 27
of the 36 TC&C anomalies: both spacecraft historically have had problems reading commands into their
on-board memories and these problems are resolved easily by "reloading" or "re-uplinking" the commands
up to the memories.
Table V shows the distribution among anomaly effects, or how the anomalies affected the entire spacecraft.
For GOES-8 thirty eight percent (19 anomalies) caused instrument or subsystem degradation; 48% (32)
had no effect on systems and for 18% (12) the anomaly effects were undetermined. For other spacecraft,
28% (25) caused instrument or subsystem degradation and half the anomalies were either "not determined"
or showed "'noeffect" - 31 and 14 anomalies, respectively.
Anomaly distribution by "types" is show in Table Vl. More than half (82 anonmlies, 53%) were "not
determined" Twenty three percent (35) were "systematic" effects, 12% (10) were "random" effects and
10% (15) were classified as "expected operation."
Failure categories wcrc determined for 54% of anomalies (83). Of these, Table VII shows that 60% (50 of
83) were caused by design problems and 42% (35 of 83) were caused by "other known" problems. This is
a significant fact, as it shows that ahnost 70% of the 1994 "detemmled" anomalies have an assignable
cause which could be eliminated during design or manufacture. Only 8% of the anomalies were affected by
environmental factors (i.e., the space environment) However, ahnost half (72) of the anomalies hM not
been classified by failure category.
Figures 1 through 6, on pages 16 through 18, graphically display the anomaly data front Tables II through
VII.
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Table IV. 1994 Anomaly Distribution Among S/C Subsystems
_stem=$/C I 1 ] 2 ] 3 4 5 6 7 [ 8 I 9
CGRO 3
ERBS 16 1
EUVE 4 1
GOES-8 21 6 1 2 1 4 29 2
HST 4 3 4 4 4
IUE 1 1 ! 1
NIMBUS-7 1
NOAA-9/14 5 1 I 2
SPARTAN 2ol-o2 1
TDRS-I/6 1 2 2 1 1
TOMS (Instnun.) 1
UARS 1 1 2 1 1 1
Wind 1 1 1 3
AIIS/C,'xc,TtC;OES-_ I 12 I 51 11 oI 17 I 1[ 36 I 151 2All S/C 33 11 2 0 19 2 40 44 4
Note: SAMPEXdata NOT included in above table.
S1_SYSTEMS:
1 - Attitude Control
2- Power
3- Propulsion
4- Structure
5 - Telemetry & Data Handling
6- Thermal
7 - Timing Control & Colmnand
8 - hlstnnnent (Payload)
9- Other
Table V. 1994 Anomaly Distribution by Anomaly Effect
S,CSu,y tom:, 2 ,I  16J7S/C "] 8 9
CGRO 2 1
ERBS 17 1
EUVE 3 1 1
GOES-8 1 1 19 12 1 32
HST 3 10 4 2
IUE 1 5 7
NIMBUS-7 1
NOAA-9/14 2 6 1
SPARTAN 2ol-o2 1
TDRS-I/5 3 2 2
TOMS (lnstmm) 1
UAP,S...................................................................................................................2.............2 !............2.
Wind 2 1 3
All S/C except GOES-8 ]All/C 21] 541 33 44] 4425t 43311 87[ 4614
Note: SAMPEXdata NOT includedin above table
Anolnalv Et'lbcts:
1 - S/C Failure 4 - Assembly Failure 7 - IInknov, al (Not detcnnined)
2- Subsys or lnslnm_ent Faihtrc 5- Part Failure 8- I.oss of Redundancy
3 - (-'olnpollcnl Failure 6 -Subsys. or hlslr, l)cgradation 9 - None
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Table VI. 1994 Anomalies by Anomaly Type
Anomaly Type = 1
S/C Systematic
2 3
Random Wearout
4
Indeterminate
5 6
Intermittent Expected
Op'n
CGRO 3
ERBS 17
EUVE 2 3
GOES-8 25 5 19 2 15
HST 9 9 1
IUE 13
NIMBUS-7 1
NOAA-9/14 * 2 7
SPARTAN 2ol-o2 1
TD RS- I/6 2 1 1 3
TOMS (lnstrum) 1
UARS 2 5
Wind 3 2 1
All S/C except GOES-8 10 14 1 63
All S/C 35 19 1 82
Note: SAMPEX data NOT included in above table
1 0
3 15
Table VII. 1994 Anomalies by Failure Category
Failure Category = 1 2 3 4 5 6
S/C Design Workananship Part Environment- Other Unknown
Problem Problem Problem al Problem (Known)
CGRO 3
ERBS 16 17
EUVE 1 4
GOES-8 26 2 1 5 13 19
HST 3 1 1 1 1 13
IUE 13
NIMBUS-7 1
NOAA-9/14 * 1 1 7
SPARTAN 2Ol-O2 1
TDRS- 1/6 1 1 1 4
TOMS (hlstrmn) 1
UARS 2 5
Wind 3 1 2
All S/C except (;OES-8 24 2 3 2 22 53
All S/C 50 4 4 7 35 72
Note: SAMPEX data NOT included in above table
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SAMPEX Anomaly Data
As mentioned above, 1994 SAMPEX anomalies are reported in this separate section
SAMPEX reported 155 anomalies during 1994 Because their reporting system does not classify their
anomalies like the other projects, their data is less detailed Anomalies are classified only by "subsystem,"
their reports do not classify the anomalies by criticality (mission effect), anomaly type and effect or failure
category SAMPEX anomaly reports cite a "Subsystem," but they do not assign a numerical code - the
codes listed in this report were those assigned by this author based on the subsystem cited in the reports.
Most SAMPEX anomalies occurred in its instruments (56), attitude control system (40) and telemetry and
data handling system (37), which includes its on-board computer (SEDS) The complete distribution of
anomalies is shown in Table VIII, below
Table VIII. 1994 SAMPEX Anomaly
Distribution Among S/C Subsystems
Subsystem Number
(1) Attitude Control System 40
(2) Power 11
(3) Propulsion 0
(4) Structure 0
(5) Telemetry & Data Handling 37
............................................................................................................
(6) Thermal 5
(7) Timing, Command & Control 4
(8) Instuments 55
(9) Other 1
Total 154
Note: One anomal _not classified
Whether SAMPEX really experienced 155 "anomalies" in 1994 is unclear from their reports. Each report
does list an anomalous behavior of the spacecraft However, it apperars the project has no mechanism for
corrective actions which would ameliorate the spacecraft's propensity for anomalous behaviors For
example, Monitors 15 and 16 for the LEICA instrument showed 32 separate occurrences for out of limit
(OOL) behavior during the year, yet the "Resolution or Disposition" block of their reports listed simply
"known anomaly" Evidently, this is a recurring error flag which apparently does not affect the
spacecraft's overall performance, but which results in an anomaly report being written
Half of all SAMPEX anomalies (77 of 155) were either "known anomalies" or ones previously reported
Another 18 occurrences were caused by known spacecraft environmental conditions ("full sun season" or
"eclipse") for which telemetry flagged various systems for anomalous indications although the effects were
known and caused no permanent spacecraft degradation Apparently, most of the reported anomalies are
known behaviors of the spacecraft and its systems which do not adversely affect its science missions Only
three instances were reported in which the spacecraft lost data (index numbers 94276, 94277 and 94288)
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GSFC Spacecraft Lifetime Data
Appendix IV is a performance summary for all GSFC spacecraft from 1960 through December 1994.
Four spacecraft were added for this year's report: GOES-8, SPARTAN 201-02, Wind and NOAA-14.
Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the historical performance of GSFC spacecraft. Figure 7 compares the actual
years of service and the active on-orbit life (in years) with spacecraft designed life ("planned years of
service") over four decades: 1960-1969, 1970-1979, 1980-1989 and 1990-1994. For the first three
decades, GSFC spacecraft lifetimes ranged from 1.2 to 3.9 and 1.5 to 4.5 times the design life for their
useful ("actual years of service") and active lives, respectively. Note that the 1990-1994 data are
incomplete at this time, since most of these spacecraft are still active and their "useful" and "active" lives
have not yet been established. The calculations assumed service lives to the current date (1994) to
complete the data. In some cases, this caveat also applies to the 1980-1989 data, since nine of the twenty
one spacecraft launched are still active in 1994.
Figure 8 shows the percentage of GSFC spacecraft attaining 3 years, 4 to 5 years, 6 to 7 years and 8 to 10
years of useful life versus the year of launch. This is essentially a "reliability growth curve." Early years
showed fewer satellites attaining three-year lifetimes, but these improved to 70 to 80 percent by the late
1960"s and early-1970"s. What is significant is that the earliest spacecraft were designed for only 0.25 to
1.00 year lifetimes, so achieving spacecraft lifetimes of three years or more is a testament to the reliability
of these early craft.
The above two figures represent two different analyses performed on GSFC spacecraft performance.
Another insight into GSFC spacecraft performance is presented in the report GSFC Spacecraft Reliability
(1970-1994), cited in the references below. This report compares historical performance against mission
classifications, orbital altitudes, spacecraft size and quality classification.
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APPENDIX I. CLASSIFICATION OF 1994 ANOMALIES (excepting SAMPEX)
S/C
CGRO
CGRO
CGRO
ERBS
ERBS
ERBS
ERBS
ERBS
ERBS
ERBS
ERBS
ERBS
ERBS
ERBS
ERBS
ERBS
ERBS
ERBS
ERBS
ERBS
EUVE
EUVE
EUVE
EUVE
EUVE
GOES -8
GOES-8
GOES-8
GOES -8
GOES-8
GOES-8
GOES -8
GOES -8
GOES-8
GOES -8
GOES -8
GOES -8
GOES -8
GOES -8
GOES -8
Index AnDate _ Crit AnEffect FailCat AnType
9421 940313 5 1 8 6 4
9422 940923 5 1 7 6 4
9423 941213 5 1 7 6 4
9422 940331 7 2 7 1, 5 4
9423 940401 7 2 7 1, 5 4
9424 940516 7 2 7 1, 5 4
9425 940520 7 2 7 1, 5 4
9426 940618 7 2 7 1, 5 4
9427 940619 7 2 7 1, 5 4
9428 940623 7 2 7 1, 5 4
9429 940730 7 2 7 1, 5 4
9430 940802 8 1 7 5 4
9431 940816 7 2 7 1, 5 4
9432 940823 7 1 7 1, 5 4
9433 940920 7 2 7 1, 5 4
9434 941023 7 2 7 1, 5 4
9435 941110 7 2 7 1, 5 4
9436 941114 7 2 7 1, 5 4
9437 941117 7 2 7 1, 5 4
9438 941217 7 1 7 1, 5 4
9402 940402 5 1 2 1 2
9403 940626 5 1 6 6 4
9404 940716 8 5 2 6 4
9405 940911 5 2 4 6 2
9406 941231 5 2 2 6 4
9401 940413 8 2 6 6 1
9402 9404 14 3 1 9 5 6
9403 9404 16 1 1 7 6 4
9404 9404 19 1 1 9 4 6
9405 940422 1 1 1 6 4
9406 940423 1 1 9 4 6
9407 940428 8 1 9 4 1
9408 940501 5 1 9 5 1
9409 940502 1 2 9 5 1
9410 940506 8 1 9 5 6
9411 940508 1 1 7 6 4
9412 940509 8 1 9 1 1
9413 940511 8 2 6 1 1
9414 940511 5 1 6 1 1
9415 940516 2 1 6 1 1
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APPENDIXI. CLASSIFICATION OF 1994 ANOMALIES (excepting SAMPEX)
S/C
GOES-8
GOES-8
GOES -8
GOES-8
GOES-8
GOES -8
GOES-8
GOES -8
GOES -8
GOES -8
GOES-8
GOES-8
GOES -8
GOES -8
GOES -8
GOES -8
GOES -8
GOES-8
GOES -8
GOES-8
GOES -8
GOES-8
GOES -8
GOES -8
GOES -8
GOES -8
GOES -8
GOES-8
GOES -8
GOES-8
GOES-8
GOES-8
GOES -8
GOES-8
GOES -8
GOES-8
GOES -8
GOES -8
GOES -8
GOES-8
Index AnDate _ Crit AnEffect FailCat AnTyge
9416 940518 2 1 9 5 1
9417 940520 7 1 7 6 4
9418 940523 1 1 7 6 4
9419 940525 7 1 2 5 6
9420 940526 1 1 9 1 1
9421 940527 8 1 6 1 1
9422 940530 6 1 9 4 6
9423 940531 8 2 9 6 4
9424 940601 8 1 7 1 4
9425 940602 I 1 9 6 4
9426 940604 8 1 9 1 1
9427 940606 8 1 7 6 4
9428 940608 7 1 9 6 4
9429 940608 8 1 9 6 4
9430 940609 8 2 7 1 1
9431 940614 1 1 6 1 1
9432 940617 8 1 9 1 6
9433 940620 1 1 7 5 4
9434 940621 1 2 6 1 6
9435 940710 8 1 9 5 1
9436 940716 2 1 9 1 6
9437 940717 8 1 6 6 5
9438 940718 8 2 9 1 6
9439 940724 7 1 9 5 6
9440 940729 8 1 7 1 4
9441 940729 8 1 6 1 1
9442 940730 8 1 7 6 4
9443 940730 8 1 7 6 4
9444 940816 1 2 6 1 6
9445 940817 1 1 8 2 1
9446 940817 1 1 9 1 1
9447 940817 1 2 6 2 6
9448 940817 1 1 9 1 4
9449 940818 2 1 9 5 2
9450 940820 8 1 9 5 6
9451 940824 8 1 6 1 1
9452 940902 1 1 9 5 4
9453 940906 1 2 6 6 1
9454 940914 8 2 6 1 2
9455 940915 2 2 6 6 2
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APPENDIX I. CLASSIFICATION OF 1994 ANOMALIES (excepting SAMPEX)
S/C
GOES-8
GOES-8
GOES -8
GOES-8
GOES -8
GOES-8
GOES -8
GOES -8
GOES-8
GOES-8
GOES-8
HST
HST
HST
HST
HST
HST
HST
HST
HST
HST
HST
HST
HST
HST
HST
HST
HST
HST
HST
IUE
IUE
IUE
IUE
IUE
IUE
IUE
IUE
IUE
IUE
Index AnDate _ Crit AnEffect _ AnTyne
9456 940919 1 2 7 6 2
9457 940920 8 2 6 1 1
9458 941011 8 2 6 3 2
9459 941019 9 1 9 5 4
9460 941021 8 1 9 1 1
9461 941021 8 1 9 1 1
9462 941021 8 1 9 4 1
9463 94 1101 2 1 9 1 6
9464 941115 9 1 9 6 5
9465 941201 1 2 6 1 1
9466 941214 8 2 6 6 4
9474 940224 8 1 7 6 4
9475 940329 2 2 4 1, 2 2
9476 940411 2 1 7 4 2
9477 940420 5 1 7 6 4
9478 940525 8 1 6 6 4
9479 940615 1 1 7 6 4
9480 940705 7 1 4 6 4
9481 940705 7 1 4 1 2
9482 940707 7 1 6 1 5
9483 940722 5 1 6 6 2
9484 940803 7 1 6 6 2
9485 940810 5 1 6 5 2
9486 940823 1 2 6 6 2
9487 940904 2 1 6 6 2
9488 941024 8 1 6 6 2
9489 941031 8 1 6 6 4
9490 941207 1 2 8 6 4
9491 941212 1 1 8 3 4
9492 941223 5 1 6 6 4
9433 940127 7 1 9 6 4
9434 940201 7 1 7 6 4
9435 940314 7 1 9 6 4
9436 940325 7 1 7 6 4
9437 940326 7 1 7 6 4
9438 940704 7 1 9 6 4
9439 940709 7 1 7 6 4
9440 940724 7 1 7 6 4
9441 940725 7 1 9 6 4
9442 940726 7 1 9 6 4
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APPENDIX I. CLASSIFICATION OF 1994 ANOMALIES (excepting SAMPEX)
S/C Index AnDate _ Crit AnEffect FailCat
IUE 9443 940731 7 1 9 6 4
IUE 9444 941004 1 1 9 6 4
IUE 9445 941122 5 2 6 6 4
NIMBUS-7 9475 940411 7 5 1 6 4
NOAA-09 9434 940805 1 2 2 6 4
NOAA- 11 9426 940913 2 2 6 3 4
NOAA-11 9427 941003 8 0 2 6 4
NOAA-11 9428 941016 8 2 7 6 4
NOAA-12 9416 940419 1 1 6 5 1
NOAA-12 9417 940419 1 2 6 6 1
NOAA-12 9418 940601 5 2 6 6 4
NOAA-14 9401 941230 1 2 6 6 4
NOAA- 14 9402 94 1230 1 2 6 6 4
SPARTAN 201-02 9401 8 4 2 1 1
TDRS-1 9471 940101 9 1 9 5 1
TDRS-3 9419 940224 7 1 6 6 4
TDRS-4 9429 940301 7 1 6 6 4
TDRS-4 9430 940408 5 I 6 6 !
TDRS-5 9411 940528 5 2 8 6 3
TDRS-5 9412 940529 8 2 8 3 4
TDRS-6 9407 940604 1 1 9 4 2
TOMS 9401 941223 8 5 2 6 4
UARS 9411 940106 5 2 6 6 4
UARS 9412 940119 8 1 9 6 4
UARS 9413 940226 2 1 6 5 1
UARS 9414 940228 9 1 7 5 1
UARS 9415 940305 5 2 8 6 4
UARS 9416 940315 7 1 9 6 4
UARS 9417 940907 1 1 7 6 4
Wind (GGS) 9401 94 1101 3 1 8 6 2
Wind (GGS) 9402 94 1107 6 1 6 1 1
Wind (GGS) 9403 941117 8 1 6 1 2
Wind (GGS) 9404 941129 8 1 9 2 1
Wind (GGS) 9405 94 1201 7 1 9 I 1
Wind (GGS) 9406 941205 8 1 9 6 4
26
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s/c
CGRO
INDEX ANDATE S_y.S CRIT
9421 940313 5 1
1074
DESCRIPTION
Apparent failure of internal
circuit affecting analog &
bilevel telemetry
EFFECT/ACTION
RIU-B turned off; RIU-A turned
on; telemetry normal
ILKE
SOAR ( no
number)
CGRO 9422 940923 5 1 Missing COMPTEL Actual
1268 Time Commands
No common relationship
between occurances discovered
GRO OAS,
dtd
950212
CGRO 9423 941213 5 1 Missing COMPTEL Actual
1348 Time Commands
GRO OAS,
dtd
950212
ERBS 9422 940331 7 2 CSM #1 block memory
3465 location failed (445)
EAR501
ERBS 9423 940401 7 2 CSM #1 block memory
3466 location failed
Time field changed in each
location (424, 435)
EAR502
ERBS 9424 940516 7 2 CSM #I block memory Uplinked BLK4
3511 location failed (437)
EAR503
ERBS 9425 940520 7 2 One block memory failed
3515 validity
EAR504
ERBS 9426 940618 7 2 CSM block memory failed on Uplink Block 4 C1 dump;
3544 C1 dump failed
EAR505
ERBS 9427 940619 7 2
3545
CSM1 block mem. 2 locations
failed validity check
EAR506
ERBS 9428 940623 7 2 CSM1 block memory failed Uplinked BIk4and redumped
3549 successfully
EAR507
27
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ERBS
ERBS
INOEX ANOATE SYS CRIT
#Oars
9429 940730
3586
DESCRIPTION
9430 940802
3589
7 2 7 locations in CSM1 memory
failed
8 1 High azimuth motor currents
F_FFECT/ACTION
Two events lost/Offline
investigation to be performed
to determine impact to SAGE
events
Missed SR event entirely/
Offline investigation to be
performed
KF,£
EAR508
EAR509
ERBS 9431 940816
3603
7 2 Location 445 failed on CI
dump
Load Block 4 EAR510
ERBS 9432 940823
3610
7 1 1 location failed validity check
in CSM 1 memory
Sent cmd to correct any
possible error at this location
EAR511
ERBS 9433 940920
3638
7 2 Locations 429 & 440 failed in
CSMI memory
Uplinked BLK4 & redumped
CSM1 sucessfully
EAR512
ERBS 9434 941023
3671
7 2 7 locations failed validity
check in CSMI memory
Possible loss of 1 SAGE event/
Uplinked LD296-AI to correct
affected locations
EAR513
ERBS 9435 941110
3_9
7 2 1 location (445)failedvalidity
check
Uplinked BLK4 EAR514
ERBS 9436 941114
3693
7 2 Location 271 _iledvalidi_
check
Sent CSM cmd to correct
location #271
EAR515
ERBS 9437 941117
3696
7 2 Location 274 412 failed in
block mem. CSM1 dump
Uplinked BLK4 and ZERO9
load
EAR516
ERBS 9438 941217
3726
7 1 Memory hit; location 271
failed validity check
Uplinked ZERO9 sucessfully EAR517
28
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s/c
EUVE
INDEX ANDATE SYS CRIT
9402 940402
664
DESCRIPTION
5 1 Transponder B failed with4414
hrs. usage
EFFECT/ACTION
Final power amp not working/
Switched TLM&DH to
transponder A
RKE
SOAR B-
0224, C-
73
EUVE 9403 940626
750
5 1 Data gap - recorder did not
record over positions 80-83
Lost data/Fix to stop recorder
automatically under
development
SOAR B-
0225
EUVE
EUVE
9404 940716
770
9405 940911
827
8 5
5 2
Major fcns of EVEEP exper.
failed to provide data; PED
module curr. incr'd to 1.6 A (fm
0.8), settled to below 0.6 A.
Appar. fail. of 15 V dc/dc conv.
Tape position sensor failed;
high servo errors
Total instrument failure;
mission objectives met before
failure
Will attempt to fail over to
redundant capstan tachometer
sensor
SOAR B-
0277
SOAR B-
0276
EUVE
GOES-8
9406 941231
938
9401 940413
1
Tape recorder failure; no tape
motion observed
Excessive noise level
Will attempt to move tape
through forward playback
mode; attempt to restore tape
motion
SOAR
GIR
IOPS-096
GOES-8
GOES-8
9402 940414
1
9403 940416
4
High temp indication on
valve/engine flange temp.;
software design problem;
reprogrammed
Pass transistor changed temp
greater than 3 deg.
Apogee motor fire aborted/
Software design problem;
reprogrammed
GW, GIR
IACT-028
GIR
IACT-180
GOES -8
GOES-8
9404 94O419
6
9405 940422
9
Sun presence bit went high &
latched ES
Spurious thruster firings in
response to single frame
spurious gyro data
Caused by radiation belt
environment in transfer orbit;
longer than expected. No C. A.
req'd.
Swapped AOCE's; not a
problem in final orbit
GIR
IACT-022
G1R
IACT-021
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$2.C
GOES-8
INDEX ANDATE _IL._ CRIT
#Days
9406 940423
10
1 1 Sun presence bit went high &
latched ES
EFFECT/ACTION
Caused by radiation belt
environment in _ansfer orbit;
longer than expected
GIR
IACr-027
GOES-8 9407 940428
15
8 1 Z-axis drifted to + saturation &
remained there
Change procedure to turn on
only above -40 deg,
GIR
IACT-048
GOES-8 9408 940501
18
5 1 AOCE data not available except
during on-orbit
No AOCE data available during
station keeping; not req'd at
this time
GIR
IACT-049
GOES-8 9409 940502
19
1 2 SAS does not indicate correct
sun angle
Incorrect telemetry conversion
data; corrected data supplied
GIR
IACT-052
GOES-8
GOES -8
9410 940506
23
9411 940508
26
8 1 Scan Mirror Contam. Avoid.
script performed out of
sequence; caused over-temps of
scan mirrors and other
components
1 1 Reflected sunlight corrupted
SLTESR data.
No damage to instruments;
change in operational
procedure made
GIR
IACT-113
GIR
IACT-134
GOES-8 9412 940509
27
8 1 False stars seen in imagery;
impulse noise from space
environment
Continue to monitor for
impulse noise.
GIR
IACT-079
GOES-8 9413 940511
29
8 2 Magnetometer magnetic
moments higher than expected.
None noted/Local magnetic
sources on magnetometer;
future designs to be revised
GIR
IACT-096
GOES-8 9414 940511
29
5 1 Excessive noise in torquer coil
1 & 2 telemetry
GIR
IACT-097
GOES -8 9415 940516
34
2 1 Battery charge lost to S/C buss
when battery voltage exceeded
42V.
GIR
IACT-208
3O
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GOES-8
INDEX ANDATE SX._ F.,RI_
#l)avs
DESCRIPTION
9416 940518 2 1 Sun pointing deviates from
36 normal; caused by orbit
eccentricity
EFFECT/ACTION
Reduced orbit eccentricity,
reduced pointing errors to
acceptable limit.
RKE
GIR
IACT-119
GOES-8 9417 940520 7 1 Commands to lmager not being
38 executed
Commands continued in clear
mode; investigate with NOAA
ground commanding system
GW
GOES-8
GOES-8
9418 940523 1 1
9419 940525 7 1
43
Magn. torquer currents not
constant; telemetered currents,
spikes, beat frequencies and
oscillations
Cmd unit #2 bit flip Occurred during GND station
hand-over activities/SOH to be
revised
GIR
IACT-151
GIR
IACT-146
GOES -8 9420 940526
44
1 1 During ES mode switch large Correct SOH
neagative error in control loop
GIR
IACT-148
GOES-8
GOES -8
9421 940527 8 1
45
9422 940530 6 1
48
Filter wheel motor temp.
higher than design limit
Higher than expected SAS
temp.
Operational instructions
arnmended to require w/outgas
heater on; predict no mission
life jeopardy
Limit revised, by waiver
GIR
IACT-194
GIR
IACT-152
GOES-8 9423 940531 8 2
49
Imager response low GIR
IACT-157
GOES-8 9424 940601 8
50
Glint into earth sensors at S/C Operational workarounds to be
midnight developed
GW
GOES-8 9425 940602
51
1 1 Momentum wheel current spike GIR
IACT-158
31
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GOES-8
GOES -8
IN VEX A N O ATE S_Y..S CRI._
#oars
9426 940604 8 1
53
9427 940606 8
55
DESCRIPTION
Sounder filter wheel cooler at
higher temp. than norm
1 Assymetry between East and
West "looks"
EFFECT/ACTION
Solar loading higher than
predicted during summer; no C.
A. recommended - impact
deemed negligible
Unknown
ILKE
GIR
IACT-186
GIR
IACT-187
GOES-8 9428 940608
57
7 1 Momentum wheel current
spikes detected
Being investigated GW
GOES-8 9429 940608
57
8 1 Noise in lmager Interference source NOT in S/C GW
GOES-8 9430 940609 8 2
58
Thermistors do not read correct
mirror temps, at certain times
Scan mirrow emissivity G1R
calibration data corrected ISPOT-249
GOES-8 9431 940614 1 1
63
ES pitch error when roll/pitch
magn. torquer makes current
transistion
HZC algorithm patch GIR
ISPOT-029
GOES-8 9432 940617 8 1
66
Toggling behavior of Sounder
filter wheel Ch 1 Period
Monitor
Noise problem; instrument GIR
degradation ISPOT-021
GOES-8 9433 940620 1 1 ES single chord pointing
variation
S/W modification will improve GIR
single chord trending IACT-205
GOES-8 9434 940621 1
70
Roll Magn. Torquer motor
saturates
None significant; SOH revised GIR
ISPOT-001
GOES-8 9435 940710 8 1
89
Imager locked up, when GND
SYS transmitted cmds out of
order
Returned to normal operation/
GND SYS problem
GW
32
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GOES-8
INDEX ANDATE_.y.._ CRIT
#Days
9436 940716
85
DESCRIPTION EFFECT/ACTION
2 1 Potentiometer exhibiting drop- SOH correction
outs in saturated range
RKE
GIR
ISPOT-071
GOES-8 9437 940717
96
8 1 Imager pointer errors over Intermittent pointing errors up
diurnal period to 8km
GW
GOES -8 9438 940718
87
8 2 Cmd registers being sent
invalid commands
GIR
ISPOT-089
GOES-8 9439 940724
103
7 1 MOST misunderstood SOH revised
operational parameters of
CASS-AOCE interface
GIR
JETE-1-
006
GOES-8 9440 940729
108
8 1 Nonlinearities in ECAL output GIR
ISPOT-252
GOES -8 9441 940729
108
8 1 ECAL anomaly Caused by noise coupling into
detector wiring
GIR
ISPOT-252
GOES -8 9442 940730 8 1 Data quantizer shows
irregularities in histogram bins
GIR
ISPOT-250
GOES-8 9443 940730 8 1 lmager data quantizers show
irregularities
GIR
ISPOT-251
GOES-8 9444 940816 1 2
126
Pitch momentum unloads cause
roll/yaw interaction, affecting
star residuals
GIR
IOPS-087
GOES-8 9445 940817
127
1 1 SMC PathC Enable failure S/W revised GIR
ISPOT-115
33
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GOES -8
I NDE X A.KI/AZI_ LY._ c RIT
9446 940817
127
DESCRIPTION
1 1 Transient on SHM
compenstation signal
EFFECT/ACTION liKE
GIR
ISPOT-136
GOES-8 9447 940817
127
1 2 Magn. torquer not shed duirng
safe hold #1
SOH incomplete; revised. GIR
ISPOT-159
GOES-8 9448 940817
127
1 1 S/C loss of lock caused safe
hold
SMC S/W patch may be cause G'W
GOES-8 9449 940818
128
2 1 Sequencer timing anomaly Early switch in final flip-flop
of sequencer timing chain
GIR
IOPS-012
GOES-8
GOES-8
9450 940820
130
9451 940824
134
8 1 MOL protection enable for
high motor current
8 1 Solar intrusions caused thermal
spikes
Ground system error- cmd'd
scan outside of permissible
field of view; S/C operated
properly
Revised operational procedures
GW
GIR
ISPOT-154
GOES-8 9452 940902
143
1 1 AOCE #1 performance margin Caused by wiring error/
lower Manufacturing error
GW
GOES -8 9453 940906
150
1 2 Unexpected errors &
anomalous spikes
GIR
ISPOT-176
GOES-8 9454 940914
155
8 2 Response fell in Ch's 9, 15,
16, 17
GIR
ISPOT-168
GOES -8 9455 940915
156
2 2 SADA/A potentiometer spiked GIR
ISPOT-178
34
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s/c
GOES -8
INDEX ANOATE S_y_S.C.KIT
9456 940919 1 2
160
DESCRIPTION
Sudden pointing errors & large
pitch disturbance
EFFECT/ACTIQN
GIR
IS POT- 192
GOES-8 9457 940920 8 2
161
Sounder E/W servo errors Probable cause: loss of GIR
redundancy in motor wiring ISPOT-182
circuitry
GOES -8 9458 941011
182
8 2 Scan motor current increasing Suspected failed motor winding
over past months
FAMW
GOES -8 9459 941019 9 1 Reprogram patches should be GIR
followed by firmware document ISPOT-243
update
GOES -8 9460 941021 8
192
Baseplate temp falls below 10 Heater current shows saturation GIR
deg. daily ISPOT-239
GOES -8 9461 941021 8
192
Base plate temp. falls below Heater currents show saturation GIR
limit daily IS POT-240
GOES -8 9462 941021 8 1
192
Cooler housing, louver,
electronics and primary mirror
temp. violations
SHM (safe hold mode) GIR
operations script revised (SPh') ISPOT-241
GOES-8 9463 941101 2
203
Autoload tum-on delay SOH error GIR
lOPS-003
GOES-8 9464 941115 9 1 Pointing errors of 150 urads;
occurs daily at 2019Z
Attributed to ES data error GIR
IOPS-026
GOES-8 9465 941201 1 2
233
Solar array slew caused high
star residuals following trim
tab adjustments
SOH revised GIR
1OPS-045
35
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$2.C
GOES-8
iN DEX AND ATE S.Y._ f,.RIX
#Days
9466 941214 8 2
246
DESCRIPTION
Solar xray flux values higher
than expected; lower
reproducibility than expected
EFFECT/ACTION KF,E
GIR
IOPS-133
HST 9474 940224 8 1 GHRS carosel failed to lock; 2 Investigated; no subsequent
of 11 observations missing anomalies noted
1403
GW
HST
HST
9475 940329 2 2
1436
9476 940411 2 1
1449
Solar panel assy lost; shorted;
decreased power to battery 5
During SADE1 slew, SAP test
failed, S/C into SAFEMODE
Less system power capacity;
Projected impact on science
missions is March 2000, if not
replaced by then/ Shorted SPA
bvoassed
Recovered from SAFEMODE/
Probable SEU hit
Proj #075,
SOAR C-
I13
P# 076,
HST-4724,
SOAR C-
114
HST 9477 940420 5
1458
Ku bent pipe telemetry
problems
Unknown GW
HST 9478 940525 8
1493
I of 4 images saturated Lost piece of science data GW
HST 9479 940615 1 1
1514
FGS motor encoder temp's
continually above heater set
point
Unknown GW
HST 9480 940705 7 1
1534
Command from computer
failed; computer executing
commands erratically
Operations placed on manual
SAFEMODE/To FRB
P# 077,
HST-4832,
SOAR C-
115
HST 9481 940705 7 1
1534
No parity error indication for
#9407 anomaly
Parity not detected when used
as LMU#3
P# 079,
SOAR C-
117
HST 9482 940707 7 1
1536
Memory counters overflowed
2.5 days & disrupted normal
gyro data flow
Flight S/W cannot handle
extended gyro low mode data
flow/Flight S/W to be
corrected
P# 078,
SOAR C-
116
36
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SLC
HST
HST
INDEX ANDA'rE ,2.y,.S C fIT
9483 940722
1551
DESCRIPTION
9484 940803
1563
5 1 Five bit flips per event in
engineering tape
7 1 Command overlap into science
data readout; WF/PC-2 SDF
interface hung
EFFECT/ACTION
Solar arrays not commanded &
no SAFING occurred/Incident
to FRB
Lost 6 WF/PC-2 obsvns/Real
time command intervention
RKE
P# 080,
HST--4325,
SOAR C-
118
GW
HST
HST
9485 940810
1570
9486 940823
1583
5 1
1 2
Lost 1 WF/PC-2 picture when
tape recorder changed tracks
while observation was being
written to tape
Lost coarse track and fine lock
during star guide acquisition
Lost picture
Loss of lock/Check
compensated voltages on all
FGS servos
GW
P# 081;
SOAR C-
119
HST 9487 940904
1595
Safemode counter contained 1-
3 error counts after solar array
slews
Five error counts would cause
SAFEMODE
P# 082,
SOAR C-
120
HST
HST
9488 941024
1645
9489 941031
1652
FOS instrument SAFED after 18
speed check errors; implies
processor too busy. Reset
FOS safed itself; possible
transient which corrupted FOS
microprocessor
Lost 5 days science operations
P# 083,
HST-4965,
SOAR C-
121
GW
HST 9490 941207
1689
2 Gyro 5 motor current excessive Gyro 5 current to be monitored
and shut down if it exceeds 240
mA
P# 084,
SOAR C-
122
HST 9491 941212
1694
Gyro 5 motor current out of
range
Lube patch problem G-We
HST 9492 941223
1705
Tape recorder failed to come up
to speed
Lost science data/Tape
recorders reassigned
P# 085,
HST-5063,
SOAR C-
123
37
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FOE
Id_tnF,X al_tn2ff.l_ S-L_ FAtI-T
¢Davs
DESCRIPTION EFFECT/ACTION
9433 940127 7 I Datablockuplinked& rcv'd, Has occurredbefore;no C.A.;
but not transferred correctly relinked and processed
5845 into OBC memory correctly
l?ff,F
SCAR V-
057
IUE 9434 940201 7 1 Cmd sent and rcv'd, but did not Re-uplinked and processed
take correctly
5850
SCAR V-
058
IUE 9435 940314 7 1
5891
OBC cut camera exposure
short; has occurred in past.
No C. A. taken SCAR G-
198
IUE 9436 940325 7 1 Cmd sent & rcv'd but did not Reuplinked & processed
take correctly; no C. A.
5902
SCAR G-
199
IUE 9437 940326 7 1 Cmd not executed properly Uplinked again & executed
successfully
5903
SCAR G-
200
IUE 9438 940704 7 1 Cmd to FES#2 uplinked but did Uplinked again & processed
not take correctly
5915
SCAR V-
059
IUE 9439 940709 7 1 Datablock uplinked and not re-uplinked & processed
transferred correctly correctly
6008
SCAR V-
060
IUE 9440 940724 7 1 Datablock uplinked & not Re-uplinked & processed
u'ansferredcorrectly correctly
6023
SCAR G-
201
IUE 9441 940725 7 1 Datablock uplinked but not Re-uplinked & processed
transferred correctly correctly
6024
SCAR G-
202
IUE 9442 940726 7 1 Datablock uplinked by not Re-uplinked and executed
transferred properly properly
6025
SCAR G-
203
38
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INDEX ANDATE S_Y..S CRIT DESCRIPTION EFFECT/ACTION
IUE 9443
ll£,E
940731 7 1 Datablockuplinked but not Re-uplinked and processed SCAR G-
6030 transferred correctly correctly 204
IUE 9444 941004 1 1 S/C pitch and yaw varied; Gyro New gyro lzims uplinked; SIC SCAR V-
6095 drift measured stable next day 061
IUE 9445 941122 5 2
6143
Pitch reaction wheel changed
without S/C attitude change
TLM corruption cleared by SCAR G-
switching DMU to FMT 2A 205
NIMBUS-7 9475 940411 7 5 SANTIAGO GS unable to Loss of S/C mission OSP/A
5649 acquire S/C; 4 atttempts ARF, dtd
940414
NOAA-09 9434 940805 1 2
3527
Reaction wheel (Z) failed after
large pitch attitude transient
Wheel operating nominally TOAR-
until failure; attempts to restart 335,
wheel failed SOAR C-8
NOAA-11 9426 940913 2 2 Motor current increased; Series of tests run but anomaly TOAR-
2187 previous AVHRR anomalies not corrected 336,
noted SOAR C-9
NOAA-11 9427 941003 8
2207
0 Drive transistors overheating Instrument malfunctions; FAMW
attempts to cool down
transistors being done
NOAA- 11 9428
NOAA- 12 9416
941016
2220
940419
1072
2 Diffuser not in stow position Unknown
1 Skew gyro rate output
instability
Running self test improves
gyro rate stability
TOAR-
337,
SOAR C-
15
TOAR-333
NOAA-12 9417 940419
1072
Gyro rate output instability Erroneous telemetry
information due to database
problem; gyro self tests
performed to reduce drift rate
TOAR-
333,
SOAR C-6
39
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_Davs
NOAA- 12 9418 940601
1115
DESCRIPTION EFFECT/ACTION
5 2 Microwave Sounding Unit Under investigation
encoder gray codes fixed at 192
RKE
TOAR-
334.
SOAR C-7
NOAA-14 9401 941230
1
NOAA-14 9402 941230
1
1 2 Regulator leak caused attitude
disturbance
1 2 GN2 relief valve opened to
relieve press in LP sys and un-
neutralized thrust vent resulted
Loss of earth lock; leak
continued until high and low
pressure N2 stabilized at 540
psi.
Un-neutralized thrust vent
TOAR-
338,
SOAR C-
14
TOAR-
339,
SOAR C-
13
SPARTAN 9401
201-02
8 4 WLC solar images saturated,
instrument failed
External occulting disk
oversized; original-sized disk
will be fitted for next flight
Proj memo
741/SP20
1-EN-9
TDRS-I 9471 940101
3926
9 1 Incorrect year time tag's on GS
antenna pointing vectors
Caused multiple ETO's GW
TDRS-3 9419 940224
398O
7 1 Cmd word has invalid value Reset and verify integrity
TSOAR
159-G
TDRS-4 9429 940301
3985
7 1 Cmd Processor B decoder
address changed to incorrect
value
Reset and verify integrity TSOAR
159-G
TDRS-4 9430 940408
4023
5 1 TWTA 465 helix currents high; Reset all PDAs to nominal -
TLM signal dropped 10 dB anomaly resolved
TSOAR
160-4
TDRS-5 9411 940528
4073
SSA1ETWTAfalled Switched to redundant SSA2E TSOAR
161-5
TDRS-5 9412 940529
4074
2 SBand primary TWTA failed SSAF service returned by using
reduntant TWTA
GW
4O
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$2_C
TDRS-6
INDEX ANDATE SVS CRIT
#I)avs
9407 940604
4080
1 1
DESCRIPTION
Control Processor initialized
itself, causing attitude
divergence
EFFECT/ACTION
CPE reinitialized from GND
STA; anomaly caused by ESD
in thermal blanket
ILKE
TSOAR
162-6
TOMS
UARS
9401 941223 8 5
357
9411 940106 5 2
848
Instrument chopper motor
current dropped to zero; current
spikes; no chopper motor
rotation during these periods
Noise in TR-A
Unknown
Some data loss; overlap with
TR-B used to fix
SOAR/no
number
GW, AR
94-005
UARS 9412 940119 8 1
861
MLS scan system anomalies,
intermittent response to cmd'd
postion changes
Some loss of atmospheric data GW. AR
94-015
UARS 9413 940226 2 1
900
Low volt]low charge battery;
caused by large S/C load during
maximum beta angle
Load shed; instruments returned
to normal in 24 hrs.
GW
UARS 9414 940228 9 1
902
Corrupted files in disk pack;
caused opnerational halt, loss
of command capability
Failures of both primary and
secondary disk packs
GW
UARS 9415 940305 5 2
907
After diminishing, noise in
TR-A returned; TR-B only will
be used for science data.
Loss of TR redeundancy GW
UARS 9416 940315 7 1
917
Yaw cmd's not executed, caused
drop in bus voltage and load
shed
All instruments turned off
except two; yaw maneuver
rescheduled for next day
GW
UARS 9417 940907 1 1
1092
Large filler residuals in Tape
Recorder playback.
SSPP pointing affected AR 94-196
Wind 9401 941101 3
(GGS) 1
REA #1(I performed at 75% of 2.5 deg. S/C precession; flush
expected thrust, attempted; unsuccessful
SOAR C-
72, PR501
41
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Wind
(GGS)
INOEX ANDATE 8.X._ CRIT
9402 941107
7
DESCRIPTION EFFECT/ACTION
6 1 Valve cooling anomalous: Design problem with op-amp
remained at high temp for over latch up
1 hr. then cooled rapidly
RKE
PR564
Wind
(GGS)
9403 941117
17
8 1 SWE Instrument shut down
because of current overshoot
Unexpected counter advance SOAR (no
#), PR618
Wind
(GGS)
9404 941129
29
8 1 SWE reset in emergency turn- Instrument returned to full
off; cause - extraneous cmd in operation
SCT.
SOAR C-
Wind
(GGS)
9405 941201
30
7 1 s/w interprets SCT cmd times Ground procedure must be
as being late when S/C clock is changed
before rollover
SOAR (no
#), PR657
Wind
(GGS)
9406 941205
35
8 1 Cmds up-link caused TGRS Reinitialized and F',tch
reset & loss of patches in reinstalled
RAM.
SOAR C-5
42
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94143
94144
94145
94146
94147
94148
94149
94150
94151
94152
94153
94154
94155
94156
94157
94158
94159
94160
94161
94162
94163
94164
94165
94166
mO.mZI_
940118
940206
940208
940209
940209
940209
940211
940216
940220
940221
940221
940223
940224
940225
940302
940305
940305
940306
940306
940308
940315
940321
940322
940323
SYS
5
1
5
2
5
8
5
8
8
8
1
8
1
8
7
6
8
6
1
5
7
8
8
5
DESCRIPTION
Error in closing data set
Torque rod X current flagged yellow twice
SIC clock drifted
VC1 playback indicated RPP current
flagged YH; returned to limits
Anomalous ISR request received
Monitor 15 & 16 OOL
Unusual event msg in Sig Events dump
LEICA HV monitor tripped & returned to
normal
Events page snaps
Monitor IDs 15 & 16 chnaged threshold
Torque-rod currents OOL during VC 1
playback
HILT Drift HV did not come up to nominal
value right away
DDS error OOL for 25 sec.
Monitor 15 HV changed threshold,
returned to normal.
DPU clock error detected
MAST baseplate temp. YH - high.
LVPS +7.5 V monitor OOL
Base plate temp. OOL
X and Y Torque rods OOL
Clock error noted
MAST event quota flagged YH
HILT watchdog error count
MAST event quota flagged YH
SNSCECT incremented
EFFECT/ACTION REF
Manually freed & closed; dumped; S-143
improvement suggested to mgmt.
None / Previously reported (S-062) 8-144
Unable to adjust clock before LOS S-145
RPP current had gone OOL 90 sec prior to S-146
TXP turn off
S/W error; occurred as in S-099 S-147
Known anomaly - No further resoln needed S-148
Never seen before; S/C health appears OK S-149
Known anomaly/LEICA normal S- 150
Ran recovery procedure. Recovery nominal. S-151
Known anomaly S- 152
Previously reported (S-062) S- 153
On next pass, Drift HV to nominal. S-154
Normal DSS errors due to increased S-155
actuation during eclipse or coast.
Known anomaly S-156
Known anomaly S- 157
Known anomaly - S/C in full sun season S-158
Known anomaly - charac, of full sun season S-159
Known anomaly - full sun season S-160
Previously reported (S-062) S-161
Gnd stn error in clock adjust commands S-162
Normal when instruments were off, which S-163
they were
S-164
S-165
S-166
Normal when MAST off
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94167
94168
94169
94170
94171
94172
94173
94174
94175
94176
94177
94178
94179
94180
94181
94182
94183
94184
94185
94186
94187
94188
94189
94190
AOATE
940324
940329
940330
940403
940404
940404
940405
940405
940406
940407
940407
9404 12
9404 17
940417
940421
940422
940424
940426
940428
940502
940504
940504
940506
940508
SYS
8
7
2
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
5
6
8
5
1
5
1
5
8
5
8
8
5
DESCRIPTION
HILT power cycle anomaly
DMASTREQ out of limits
Battery bracket temp. monitor flagged
LEICA HV monitor 15 & 16 OOL
HV monitors 15 & 16 into threshold zero
Monitors 15 & 16 to threshold zero
Monitors 15 & 16 to threshold zero
Monitors 15 & 16 to threshold zero;
emerg, seqs executed
Mnemonics & monitor ID's 15 & 16
flagged
Monitor IDs 15 & 16 remained in
threshold zero for 3 updates
Monitor IDs 15 & 16 remained in
threshold zero for 3 updates
S/C event msg anomalous ISR re'quest
rcv'd
VCI playback batt bracket temp to YL 7
times
Battery bracket temp. monitor flagged
YL; returned to limits within 2.5 min.
CTI" current monitor flagged YH and
returned
Essential bus current spiked to 2.5 A.,
returned to 2.07 A.
SCECT incremented to 4 from 1.
ADENSITY flagged YH
Internal error
Monitor IDs 15 & 16 at threshold zero
Memory dump in program; monitor ID22
failed to detect
Monitor ID 15 & 16 at threshold zero
Monitor ID 15 & 16 at threshold zero
Degraded data & dropout
EFFECT/ACTION RF,£
S-167
Normal - when instruments off S-168
Charac. of full sun season S-169
Known anomaly S-171
Known anomaly S-172
Known anomaly S-174
Known anomaly S-175
Known anomaly S-176
Known anomaly S-177
Known anomaly. Caused emergency S-178
sequence; instrument sucessfully recovered
Known anomaly S-179
Known anomaly - S-099 & -147 S-180
Previously reported - S-083 S-181
Previously reported - S-083 S-182
Previously reported - S-096 S-184
Probably caused by reaction wheel actuation S-185
Caused by ground station error: not seeing S-186
downlink
Caused by unexpected low atmos, density & S-187
low solar activity
Previously reported S-149 S-188
Known anomaly S-189
Dataset event nonrecoverable; timing S-190
problem
Known anomaly S-191
Known anomaly S-192
Caused by antenna null S- 194
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INDEX
94191
94192
94193
94194
94195
94196
94196
94197
94198
94199
94200
94201
94202
94203
94204
94205
94206
94207
94208
94209
94210
94211
94212
94213
940509
940509
940509
940510
940510
940511
940513
940526
940525
940526
940527
940528
940528
940601
940602
940602
940603
940605
940606
940609
940609
940612
940613
940618
SVS
8
8
8
8
8
8
1
1
5
2
1
5
1
5
8
1
5
9
6
7
8
5
8
1
DESCRIPTION
Monitor ID 15 & 16 at threshold zero
Monitor ID 15 & 16 at threshold zero
Monitor ID 15 & 16 at threshold zero
Monitor ID 15 & 16 at threshold zero
Monitor ID 15 & 16 at threshold zero
Monitor ID 15 & 16 at threshold zero
Emphemeris update failed
Reaction wheel went RL
DPU MAST running event quota flagged
YH
WBATI went YH
ATQRX1 WENT YH
Telemetry mnemonics OOL during R/'r &
VC1 playback
Telemetry OOL during VC1 playback
RPP warm restart counter had incremented
by one; warm restart had occurred
Start plate cony mon flagged YH, rtnd to
limits within 2 min.; occurred again
Mnemonics OOL during VC1 playback
Table 59 dump after RPP warm restart (S-
210) showed 5 miscompares
HILT mnemonic drift HV monitor flagged
YH and returned to normal
MAST/PET LVPS monitor OOL
LOS configmon flagged mnemonics OOL
Start plate HV monitor flagged YH &
returned to limits; repeated
DPU clock error; HILT drift HV monitor
OOL; MAST event quota OOL
Telemetry pts exc'd limits: MAST event
quota. MAST LVPS, HILT drift HV
ADSSXER CK)L YH and returned
EFFECT/ACTION
Known anomaly
Known anomaly
Known anomaly
Known anomaly
Known anomaly
Known anomaly
FDF provided incorrect emphemeris vector
Caused by new ACS algorithm
implemented; new limits required
Caused by deep eclipse and transmitter
power
Previously reported: S-056, 062, 155, 187
Previously reported S-204
Ran warm restart recovery program
Cause: patched TO filter table and incorrect
S/W
Characteristic of full sun season
Characteristic of full sun season
Known anomaly
Previously reported (S-177)
Known anomalies
Known anomalies - characteristic of full sun
season
S-195
S-196
S-197
S-198
S-199
S-200
S-201
S-204
S-203
S-205
S-206
S-207
S-208
S-209
S-210
S-211
S-212
S-213
S-214
S-215
S-216
S-217
S-218
S-219
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94214
94215
94216
94217
94218
94219
94220
94221
94222
94223
94224
94225
94226
94227
94228
94229
94230
94231
94232
94233
94234
94235
94236
94237
Ag.a.Td_
940619
940621
940629
940701
940702
940702
940703
940703
940705
940707
940707
940708
940709
940711
940712
940713
940714
940714
940715
940715
940716
940717
940719
940719
svs
1
8
8
6
5
8
1
1
8
8
1
1
1
1
1
1
5
8
8
8
8
8
1
5
DESCRIPTION
ADSSXER OOL YH and returned
Two telemetry points flagged OOL
HILT watchdog error counter flagged RH;
instrument cycled back off
Battery bracket temp flagged YL several
times
MAST event quota exceeded limits
Monitor IDs 15 & 16 tripped, threhold
zero
Mnemonic flagged _tI_,during VC1
playback; repeated limit violations
ATQRYI flagged YL in offline VC1
playback
+37 V monitor flagged YL
Monitor IDs 15 & 16 entered threshold
zero
ADSSZER OOL twice
DSS Z error OOL and returned
ADSSZER and ADSSXER OOL
Mnemonics OOL
Reaction wheel interrupt speed flagged
YL
ADSSXER OOL YH
Error in close dataset; not able to smd S/C
Monitor IDs 15 & 16 flipped
H&S monitors 15 & 16 failed and safing
sequence executed
Monitors 15 & 16 to threshold zero
Monitors 15 & 16 failed and instrument
safed
Monitors 15 & 16 failed and instrument
safed
ADSSXER OOL YH
DPU clock error
EFFECT/ACTION
Reset quotas
Changed YL limit
Known anomaly
None during real time; limits chnaged due to
new ACS performance
Characteristic of full sun season
Known anomaly
Changed limits
Changed limits
Changed limits
Related to wheel speed and accuracy of
measurements
Changed limits
Error msg expected under conditions
existing; no impact on S/C ops
Known anomaly
Known anomaly
Known anomaly
Known anomaly
Known anomaly
Edited and changed limits
Known anomaly
RF.,E
S-220
S-221
S-222
S-223
S-224
S-225
S-226
S-227
S-228
S-229
S-230
S-231
S-232
S-233
S-234
S-235
S-236
S-237
S-238
S-239
S-240
S-241
S-242
S-243
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IYOEX
94238
94239
94240
94241
94242
94243
94244
94245
94246
94247
94248
94249
94250
94251
94252
94253
94254
94255
94256
94257
94258
94259
94260
94261
AEa.ZI_
940723
940725
940725
940727
940731
940801
940802
940803
940804
940806
940806
940810
940813
940819
940821
940901
940903
940903
940904
940906
940913
940915
940918
940927
SYS
1
1
5
8
8
5
8
1
1
5
1
5
1
1
8
1
8
8
8
5
5
8
5
8
DESCRIPTION
ADSSXER OOL YH
Torque rod current flagged YL
DPU clock error
Flow regulator valve open
XPWR OFF failed LOS contig monitor
check
Anomalous ISR request received
LVPS +37 V monitor flagged YL
ATQRXI and ATQRZI OOL YH
ATQRZI OOL YL
DPU clock error
Pitch error rate OOL during VC 1playback
Warm restart and claock error flag
Reaction wheel interrupt speed flagged
Torque rod current flagged YH
Monitor IDs 15 &16 tripped & sating
sequence begun
ATQRZI OOL YH two times
Drift HV monitor flagged YL
Flow reguklator anomaly; HILT drfit HV
YL and MAST LVPS YH
LVPS monitor flagged YH two times;
returned with two minutes.
DPU clock error
ESM card msg error counter flagged YH
HILT Drift HV and MAST realloc, quota
telemetry points OOL
MAST event quota exceeded limits
LSTRTCMV made gradual increase to RH
EFFECT/ACTION
Edited to change YH limit
Edited to set YL limit
Known anomaly
Ran procedure to correct HILT valve cmds;
known anomaly
Edited LOS config monitor
Previously reported (S-099)
Characteristic of full sun season
Edited procedure to change YH limits
Known anomaly
Freed data set; executed warm recovery
successfully
Previously reported (S-234)
Known anomaly
Edited procedure for new YH limit
Known anomaly, full sun season
Known anomalies
Characteristic of full sun season
Known anomaly
First occ which orig & retrans msgs did not
cross bus; rare but occas, expct'd occ.
Characterisitc of full sun season
S-244
S-246
S-245
S-247
S-249
S-250
S-251
S-252
S-253
S-254
S-255
S-256
S-257
S-259
S-260
S-261
S-262
S-263
S-264
S-265
S-266
S-267
S-268
S-269
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94262
94263
94264
94265
94267
94266
94268
94269
94270
94271
94272
94273
94274
94275
94276
94277
94278
94279
94280
94281
94282
94283
94284
94285
AP.A.T_
941003
941003
941005
941005
941006
941005
941007
941009
941010
941010
941011
941011
941018
941018
941020
941021
941020
941022
941023
941025
941026
941026
941028
941030
SYS
8
5
8
8
5
2
1
5
8
2
1
2
2
5
5
5
5
2
1
2
5
2
1
1
DESCRIPTION
Monitors 15 and 16 tripped to threshold
zero three times
MAST event quota exceeded limits
Monitors 15 and 16 tripped four times
I-[INITCNT & HXPROFCT flagged
PD/PCU CT'I" primary current monitor
flagged YH and returned to limits
Battery current monitor OOL YL
AINTSTAT flag tripped; value of 0,
should be 1
DPU clock error detected
Monitors 15 and 16 tripped to threshold
zero
Battery current flagged to YL for 50 sec.
Pitch error flags
Battery current and cmd and telemetry
points OOL and returned
Current monitor flagged YH
PCTTI went YH and returned to limits
Science partition full; science data lost
(55 min.)
61 rain. science data lost; science
partition overflow
PC"Iq7 went YH
WBATI & PC1TI mnemonics OOL
AINTSTAT failed config check
WBATI & PCqTI mnemonics OOL
Anomalous ISR request received
WBATI & PCTI'I mnemonics OOL
AINTSTAT failed config check
AINTSTAT failed config check
EFFECT/ACTION
Known anomaly
Known anomaly
Previously reported; caused by deep eclipse
couple with transmit power output.
Previously reported: caused by deep eclipse
coupled with transmit power output
Previously reported: occurs when reaection
wheel speed is low
Known anomaly
Known anomaly
Caused by deep eclipse coupled with
transmit power output
Due to deep eclipse coupled with transmit
power output
Previously reported (S-275)
Caused by deep eclipse coupled with
transmit power output
Caused by large amount of science data due
to increased solar activity
Caused by increased solar activity
Previousluy reported (S-283)
Previously reported (S-283)
Previously reported
Previously reported (S-283)
Previously reported
Previously reported (S-283)
Previously reported
Previously reported
KF,E
S-270
S-271
S-272
S-273
S-275
S-274
S-276
S-277
S-278
S-279
S-280
S-281
S-282
S-283
S-284
S-285
S-286
S-287
S-289
S-290
S-291
S-292
S-293
S-294
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94286
94287
94288
94289
94290
94291
94292
94293
94294
94295
94296
ADATg
941030
941030
941031
941101
941105
941106
941106
941109
941118
941122
941211
SVS
2
1
1
5
1
8
1
1
8
5
DESCRIPTION
PCTI] went YL and returned
AIN'I'STATOOL
ACS partition overflow
ACS partition overflow
AINTSTAT failed config monitor check
Monitors 15 and 16 tripped
AINTSTAT failed config monitor check
AINTSTAT failed config monitor check
Error in close data set smd in sig events
Two mnemonics flagges in LOS config
monitor
Internal error
KF.,E
Previousluy reported (S-283) S-295
Previously reported S-296
Caused by data sets being freed greater than S-297
24 hours apart; 37 min. of data lost
Daily load mistakenly built with wrong S-298
control partition; ops management problem
Previously reported S-299
Known anomaly S-300
Previously reported S-301
Previously reported 5-302
Expt'd fm prblms in last pass; worked S-303
around; all activities completed successfully
S-304
S-305Caused by internal S/W bus error
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APPENDIX IV. Spacecraft Lifetime Data
NOTE: In the Ibllo_vmg table, tile tenn "usefid life'" refers to tile time during which the major mission objectives were met Active life
is tile total lit;_tinlc during which the .satellite remained ill service. Design, useft,l and active lives are given in years. A blank space
means tile informatio,_ was not ,available. Data are tl+ough I)ecember 1994.
Date I I ILife Life Life
TIROS 04/01/60 0.25 0 24 024 TV system usefid for 77 days
...E..,:p.!ore._..v.w+!.s.-3!._.!.. .......! .!/.!!.3/.(:!.!............_!:2.5...........0.-._.5............!!.:!.5.......L_!st..!.ra,_.s.!!.,.!ss•!o,. ..!2./.2.8./.6.!!. .........................................................
TIROS 11 11/23/60 0.63 1.03 TV data useful to 7/12/61
..E_p_.or_.._...X.!..!s_.!.5.)..... . ..!.!£2.7./.6.! .. ...........................!!:6 !.............!!..o.L...L_!s.t..t._a!:s._::!S.S..!o.¢.!.2./.77/..6..!.. .. ........................................................
TIROS ili o7/12/61 0 25 0 40 0 63 TV data usefid to 12/4/61. Lost tap.e recorders.
Explorer XII (S-3) (18/15/6t 1.(10 0.31 0.31 Transmission ceased abruptly
TIROS IV (12/(18/62 0 25 0 36 0.44 TV usefid to 6/9/62. Lost tape recorders.
OSO-I 03/(17/62 0.50 1.40 !.4(I Lost tape recorder (a! 2 mos. Starfish incident
•.d..e..&r.!!.d..e...d..P.P.".ye.r....sy.s.t.e!.l_:... .... . .... . ............................................
'Xr/gi:iig:_i) .......................ii:+)_P/';2...........iiiii..........._i/iR............iiiiiii De_radedby Starfishincidentof 7/9/62
TIROS-V {16/19/62 11.50 0.88 0.88 TV usefifl to 5/4/63. Camera filaments failed.
•.T.._os.-v.!.............................! !9/...!.8../..62.... ....!_:.5..!!. ........!.:_!6.............x....!?.c.,.....T..v.:.!s.._n.._j..!._..!.9./..!..!/..6.3....ft..i!::.!n..e.._.t.s..a..!_...d...f.._c:`.s..._.t._t.._.... .........
Explorer XIV (S-3a) 10/02/62 0.85 1.20 Last transmission 2/17/64
.......................................................................... ! ........................................................................................................................................ ------ .....................................
Ex.plorcr XV (S-3b) 11.1/27/62 1.117 0 26 0.55 Despin system failed. Last transmlssmn 5/19/63
Relay ! 12/13/62 2./1(I 253 2.53
llCOlU I 112/14/63 2 0(1 0 0 Lost power Mission failure
............... : ............................................................. - ................................... :........................................................
g_pior_;_iii£_;i .........ii4/03/63 02s 027 o27 Batteriesdet_raded No so.!gr_Lr.ray.:..........................................
..7.!.Ros:.v_!..............................!.! (,L!2(.6._.. .. ..........!! :5.............4,.3._. ...........4..9.6....p..e.a_t!.v!:!ed.:..c_.!: , e_L_oc:._.s9 .:!!...!.2./.6..5.. ...................................
..S.y.!!.c.o.!}}._.!i ..............................!.!7/2,(,../.63...............2.:!!....................................................................................................................................................................
...!._-A.......................................! !./ 2 6<6_................!2 ..........._.!:._!2...... .........................................................................................................................................
TIROS-VIII 12/21/63 (I.5 3.53 3.53 Deactivated
Relav-ll 0 I/21/64 !.11 1.68 3.5/I
........... t ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
•.6.r'.e}.:+!_..(..s.-_?:)... ................5 !_/..2..7./..64.. . .........! 4!.........._!:.5.._. .......................H.a d...sp.{!:._!!t.e..a.+:d.a.!t.!t._._d_...c.o.!}t._.oLp._.op.!.e.:,.:.s.. .. .... .. ............
..S...y.!_c°._!!.-.!!.!..... ..... ................! !_./..!2./.f.'..4... . . .. ....3..:_!.................................................................................................................................................................
...E.x.pj.o.r.e.r:xx.!s.:.a.._). . .. .!.!8./..2....!(.(:..4" ............................L_ , !?.... ........!...f,.t.!.....L..!ves.bas.e.d...o.t.,..!as!..!.r:._.!._.s..n.}.!_j.e_._L_._(.0_ .. .. ................
.N.!!.n..b..!!.s.-! . ............................. 08/28/64 ...........0...5......... ..[.!:!.!7.............!!...!!.7......S..9.!._.!r._[.r.r._)Y...d.r.!.ve..f_._.!!.e.d... .......... .. .................................................
............................ii)i!iii}i i.(, il. ..........!.:!?............ 23............. ..........
IMP-B 1o/(13/64 1.0 0.50 1.25 Reentered. Placed in wrong, orbit.
....... ..............i.ii .........{;Si'i............ ...........................................................
...T..!.ROS:.!X... ..........................! ! ! / 2...2.(.f,_... . .... .!! ._...........2:.Z_............._ 4_!....p._:!c.t.!_!!._.d......g!.!_:..e._.co.,.:!.r_!s!..9..,._!...1.0(..6.6.:.. .. ....................
OSO-II 02/03/65 0 5 0 75 075 Used tip..control g.as
..!._._..!..!£).... ..........................! !ff 2<.)/.(:_.. .............! !!..........! 92............Lt?..2....R.e.e!!te.r..e..d...... .......... ...........................................................
TIROS-X o71o2165 1.0 1.16 2.(1/I Deactivated
OGO-2 (C) 10/14165 1.0 3.48 Mission failure, horizon scanners did not maintain
earth lock•
...E.S.S...A..:.!. .. . ..........................! !2 / !!3 /.6.(.,.. .. ..........! 4!............2 ..._:...........2 ,3.6.....p...e.!!c.!!v!!.ted..........................................................................................
....EssA-.!!...................................!.!2_2._./.6.(:. .. ..........! 4!.............4.: 64............4 :6.4........°..e_:c!!v_!t.e_....... .... ..............................................................................
...o.40-!.....................................!.!4./.!!.8./.66. . ............!...!! ................_! ............._! ..M.!ss!o!_..ra.!.!u.r.eL.!.os!..p.o_v.e_....... .. ...... .... .................................
...N.!!.:_b._-!.!..............................!.!_/ .!.f,./.66. ...........!! ..5..........2.67.............2 .(,.7......ACs.._.c._.:_,._:.e.r..f:.:!.!e._.. .. .. ..... ..........................................................
AE-B o5/25/66 0.5 [I.82 Higher than planned orbit. Two sensors did not
work.
OGO-3 (B) (16/{16/66 ! I] 2.04 3.5/] Boom oscillation problem
'XiMF:Zi/Si.........................i?)_iii_;_;.............i;i_..........41_)_..........................i_iiiiedio ,,ch_e;,;&_;i_ii;o;gii........................................................
ESSA-Ill IO/[12/66 1.(I 2.02 2.(12 Deactivated Cameras failed
511
Si)acecn'al't / Class Launcln
Date
ATS-I 12/06/66
APPENDIX IV. Spacecraft Lifetime Data
Life Life Life
3.0 A('llI'E Gas expended. Subsequent limited service.
ESSA-IV 01/26/67 1.0 0.41 1.27 Deactivated: one camera riffled one degraded
OSO-III (13/(18/67 0.5 3.00 3.0(I Tape recorder at 18 months. ACS controlled
mamuallv.
.E S S.A.-V ................................ !.?.4./2.!![(!.7 ................ !.47............ 2....8.:')... ........ .2..:.8.3..... De..!!.c.!.va.!ed:...? R..f_.).!!.e..d:..c..`._.?!2e r_.!.s_._ra.d._a!.?_..dEg_.radEd_ .......
IMP-3 (F) o5/24/67 1.0 1.95 1.95 Reentered
AIMP-4 (E) (17/19/67 3.5O 3.50 Lunar orbit. Subsequent period of intermittent
........................................................................................................................................o_.e.r!).!! o l_:................................................................................................
OGO-4 (D) 07/28/67 1.0 2.24 2.75 Therlnai bending ofantetma caused stabilization
......................................... co_!.!_o.!,p._.ob.D.......................................................................................
. o.so-!.X( .................................. !.!.!/.!.8/(3.7............... !?.:5............ !!..._.)!.!. ...................... T_!.pc recorder failure at 6 n!ot).!!_s ................
ATS-III 1 I/(15/67 3.11 A('7;'17.," hlstrlnlnelltS no longer in use
ESSA-VI I 1/1(I/67 !.() 2.09 2.09 Deactivated. Cameras degraded.
...............OGO- _,... (E)................................... o.,/t14/68_...............................................................................................1 0 3 6O 3 6o Deacllvaled."..... ...................................................................................................Data glut
) , • . ,RAE-A 07/04/68 1.() 4.50 4.50 Deact|vated Data quahtv had become nmrgmal
............................................................................................................................................................................................... r. ...............................................................
ESSA-Vll O8/16/68 1.0 0.92 !.56 Deaclivaled. Early camera and tape recorder fi_ilures
OAO-II 12/( 7/68 1 0 4 20 4 20 Prima.._. inslnmmnt (WEP) riffled.
ESSA-VIII 12/15/68 1.0 4.95 6.75 Deactivated: camera problems.
OSO-V Ol/22/69 0.5 3.90 3.9()
EssA:!X ..............................!!2(2(_[(_?..................................4.!o ..........4..!!! r2._+!c!jv_!!c_:....S.!_.!)._by,ft_r .4(7.!: .................................................
Nimbus-3 04/19/69 (1.5 2.67 ACS scanner failed 1/72.
...o..G..O-(_..!.E!. .......................! !(:.(!.!5./._,.,_. ... .........! :9............;_...!!.(:.. ......._.:_._.....P.e!!.c.!!.::a!_:..D_.!._L_.!!.!!:......................................................................
..!.HP:5..@..........................,..! !f_/.L!_9.?.................................._ 5..!. .......3..:.s..!.....R_._!!.!_.r.e..¢.. ...........................................................................................
OSO-VI 08/06/69 0.5 3.3(I 3.30
ATS-V 08/12/69 3.0 14.g4 14.84 Mission officially tmsuccessful. Stabilization not
achicvcd. Deorbited 3/20/84.
..Y!.Ros:.r_.............................! !.!/_._/.7.!!................! :!!.. .........)...._.(.!... ........! .4!!.....H.o,.!!_.!!t._._.!!:..:v.!)e.e.!..!!s_ :!).b!v...@.!_._:............................................
Nimbus-4 o4/(18/70 l.O 10.00 lO.00 Deactivalcd
.._.o._._-!...!.!To s :_.!..........!.2.(.!..!/7!!................! :!?.. .........!?....5..c.,.. .. ....!.!:7._......IE...e._)c.!J.::_).!_i. . .: o!!.,..e._! ,.__!..:::!_e!._)s.s_,:.!b.b:.p..r..o.b)..e.!.,.:s:.. .....
SAS-A i2/L2/70 0.5 4.00 4.00 Transmitter fifiltnre terminatcd mission.
IMP-6 (I) 03/13/71 1.() 3.56 3.56 Rccnlered.
OSO-VII 09/29/71 0.5 3.17 3.17 Rcenlered due to bad orbil.
SSS-A 11/15/71 1.0 2.87 2.87 Deactivated: balteo' tmusable, as expected, after one
vcar.
..L!!,.!d_._!!.:!..!!_!_S-_.!.... .!.!7/_._./.7._................! !?............s.....5.._.. .......S.:.s..S.., Rc._!c.!).::a.!_d:...E:!.!)_!.!!t_.._!.!!:._!!,y!,.:... .......... ...............................
OAO-C 08/21/72 1.0 8.50 8.5() Deactivated Funding withdrav,,n.
. !MP-7..!.H.). ............................ !!9./22/72 ............... 2.,!!............ 6....!(.!........... 6.:.!.!!.... p0,L_sr..s_.:stc m failed. ......................
..N.9.6A.:..2...!.!IO S-D.!..........!.!.!(.!.5/..7.2.. ...........! :!).. .........2.....2.:S.... ....... 2.:4.!!....S!_._!).db).:._.).f_9.r..3/.74.:...S._._.!_.e..e:_p.er!)._.)e.!}t._.[!!j.!_.d:......................
...S....A.S.-.B.. . ...............................!..! ( !.0./.7.2. .. ..........!?.:5............{?...54............!.!:5.:)..._E.xp.er!.tg.e.!)!..J.o.w.Y.o!.L_)g,e..poEer._EPP]E._!!.!Ed:........................
Nimbus-5 12/12/72 1.0 10.30 10.30 Second HDRSS failed 7/27/82. Deaclivaled 3/31/83.
RAE-B 06/10/73 1 0 3 7 ¢, 3 75 Deactivated Mission obectives achieved
IMP-g (J) 1o/25/73 2.(I A('TII'E ,4('TII 7_ All instnmmn(s operatin_
..NO..4A.:_..!.!T°s:.F.!...........!..!/!.!_/.7._...............! -!.!..........2....s...4............2..E4......_!_!!.::a.!.e._:. .Ra_.!.o..!:)..e.!.e..._.,...._.pR., .VH R_..9.:.¢ . ....................
AE-C 12/16/7,3 1.0 5.00 5.00 Reentered.
,..SM.S_.! .................................... !.!_.(.!.7.(7.-;... ............2..!?............!...(,!.!.. .......f:.:Z!L...s!_).!)._.b.._:.._.rFr..!.(.7f.'.:.. .I?..e'.,!.c..[!y!!t.e..d...!/.-.s..!.(8.L........... .... . ....... .....
AT-6 (F) ( 5/30/74 5.() 5.17 5.17 Deaclivaled
NOAA-4 (ITOS-G) 11/15/74 1.0 4.00 4.00 Dcaclivaled Radiometer, VHRRs Otll.
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APPENDIX IV. Spacecraft Lifetime Data
Spacecraft/ Class Launch Design I Useful [Active [Remarks
Date Life [ I ILife Life
1.0 8.51Landsat-2 1tl/22/75 8.51 Yaw flywheel stopped 11/79, recovered 5/80.
Deactivated 7/27/83.
SMS-2 (B.)................. !.!2/!?.(.!/75.............. .2:!.!.......... 6..5.(.!.......... 7...5.!!.....S..c.co.!!d.e.!)c.oder.f!)i.!.c.d..8/5/.8.!.:. ...................................................
SAS-C 05/07/75 1.11 4.92 4.92 Reenlercd
.E!.n.._.p.:!s-(.:..¢.F.).. . .. .. ............! !_:/..!.2/.7.5.... ............! :¢..!. .......7..-.!.8............8.A8.....Y.',_,..'...f!._5..::!_.ee!..f;.!!.!_.d..8..(.!._/._2... ....... .. .. . . .................................
OSO-8 (I) 116/21/75 1.0 3.40 3.411 Ftmding...',_:_!!.!)dr!!)y.!).... ......................................................................
AE-D ......................... fii)ii_';i:).5................ i]i ........... ii14:2.......... ii142" 'Si;oncd diode in p.o)_:.c.r.s.t.!p.p!.,(.e.!e.c!.r.o.!!!.cs:...........................
'i56i_£iiXi ...........................iii/i(;?)._................fii ..........._35i;............_)i:ii;Vis_i_i_;iii_,i_)s5.
III iliCIIIIIIIZIIIIIIZIIZI151ii iii  iiilliZiSiiiillZIII II ./ i7IIIIIIIIEE,IIIiii   iiiti ii iaiii?iiiil;iCiZiilZiiiiilZiZZZiilZZilZiiill
NOAA-5 (ITOS-H) 07/29/75 1.11 2.96 2.96 Failed 7/79.
GOES-2 (B) 1t6/16/77 3.11 1.55 A¢'ITIE VISSR failed 1/79, batteries degraded: made semi-
ol_eralional as West DCS S/C.
"'i'si_i_5i"i'Xj............................i i;;_'_i?)'7................:ilii..........._J';_'._.. ........_,'3/"'"sp',ic6cr;;fi;8_iiif:;'e(t9/2?,)8:/....... ................................................
IUE Ol/26/78 3.0 A¢'T/IE" A{'TII'E Ft, lly operational: some problelns with computer
"halls".
..La._2.d...s_!!...3...(C) .......................! !?[!?.5./.7..8...............3.:.t.!. ........5...!?.7..........5..,.5..1..."Prob'ieiiis"_',_.iti{"MSgi'ii'st miaientl
114/26/78 . . .............. - ................................................... :..................................AEM-A (HCMM) 1 0 2 40 2 411 Deactivated Battery degraded 9/14/811
.....................................................i ic:_)i_'_/:)l_................3ii 2 2i _ii;T1]_ VISSR degraded 9/811, failed 5/6/81. To standby
GOES-3 (C) 4/28/87 Stdb S-band commun only (4/911)
'fg/_i_._iiSiifiSi_i...............i;iiii_?)_/................27/;.....:_i:i:iig."){¢;1:/17;)_-Someinstrumentlosses.JPLflmding science
(111/92).
'_ii_iS_;-_.................................fii)i_i?)/_..............._/iii.........._i._is..........25_ ACSfailed2/27/81.
"'_'i;'/;iSi;7.::)"i'i_'j........................i'i;k'477"i2...............i'Ti........i'g'5"/i........i._.?_i./';....._c._a.i.i_.s_ie.i_c_._._i.ssi_ii...i_7_U_p;_.g.g;;_i:i........ .. ..........
dcg,raded Lost S/C acquisitiou 4/94.
12/18/79 1 0 2 75 2 75 Battery degraded. Failed 11/18/81.AEM-B (SAGE) - . - .. : ................................................................................................
NOAA-6 (A) 06/27/79 2.11 7.39 7.75 Spacccraft turned off 3/31/87.
Magsal 10/30/79 11.4 11.61 1/.61 Reentered as planned 6/11/80.
SMM + 02/14/80 2./) 11.83/ 9.78 Lost fine pointing control 12/12/811: repaired.
5.62 Mission terlninated 11/24/89; reentered 12/89.
'(j'_5"IE'S-4'iiSi ..........................i;;J)i;iJ/Sii ............... ;}i(i........... 2.'2] ........... _;_];;_'; VAS rai_ed 11/25/82.
GOES-5 (E) o5/22/81 7.11 3.19 9.20 VAS failed 7/311/84. Loss of station keeping 12/89.
........................................................................................Ds:actiw_ted 7/18/90 (out of station-keep!!).g..[_.!e!)... ............
"iq6,_,)7"i("i ....................... o6/23/81 2.11 3.62 4.92 Failed HIRS, d.e.g.ra.d.e...d...S..sU..djs_.bled._P.9.sve.r..._s!e.!!}.:.....
ii i il}iixi...........................iiilili >iii  i.................iilill ..
DE-2 (B) O8/03/81 1.0 1.54 1.54 Reentered as expeclcd 2/19/83.
OSS-! t13/22/82 ....... .S..!}.t.!!.t.!.e..!}.t.t.:.!.c.!2.e..d .p._.!y..!p._2d...!._.!!.s..s.!9..!!:... .. .. .... ............................
'La_ias;ii-4ibi ................. 07/16/82 3.0 N,, h,nger m,,nit,,red n,,r reported hereitt
NOAA-8 (E) 03/28/83 2.11 1.25 1.25 Failed 7/1/84. Recovered 5/8.5. Failed again 1/86.
'_iSRgiiXj ..........................ii_i)ii_iTi_._...........;ii;i_i.....;:ii;_'iig:'i_ii,_:ii_ 'Some _ossof'capai_i'ii'_,. 7,ctivaieci;_ilj,J_?oiiS/;,6.......
data via Australia.
'd6i_g?;ii_i...........................ii_ )2_)_._... ............_/i(i............_5 _......;:ii.i:ii_VASfailed1/21/89.Lossofstationkeeping 5/92W.
DCS ops tertn. 9/92; providin_ SEM data.
Landsat-5 (D) o3/01/84 3.11 ...,};::.{:'_!g_.er./.:!.:'.:_.q:._req._{:!r..f.ep_q.Eq.!,._{_(.{':.................................
'_fE/"gE ......................iiii/ii;i_:/................iT_i...........-i?ZJ_...........-i?,/ Solne solar array degradation. Mission terminated
7/14/89.
+
- Repaired by S'FS 41-C crew on ,April 12. 1984.
* - Complex ',._.al'rallty provisi.ns call for 0 },ear se'v ce li'om TI)RSS svslem
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APPENDIXIV.
Sll,'lcecraft / Class Launch Design I Useful
Date Life I Life
Spacecraft Lifetime Data
Active RemarksLife
ERBS 1W05/84 2.11 ,4('77t'E ACTIVE All gyros except IRU-I/Z failed. ERBE-S failed
2/9(I. Ball. #1 disconnected 8/92 ( 2 shorted cells).
Ball #2 lost 2 cells 6/7/93, ERBE-NS is
.................................................................................................................................................!e _:tP °r _!@ 0f[ .........................................................
NOAA-9 (F) 19/12/84 2 0 3 92 A('T/IE MSU & ERBE-S failure Into standb, 11/8/88
SPARTAN- I 06/20/84 STS altached payload mission.
..sp.oc(H.!T('H!t.!._i.E.r_.......! !.!/..!2/_(_.......................................................................STs _! !!_ !c!3 ed..p.._,.!o_.g.,n._!.s..s!o._._:. .............................................
NOAA-IO (G) / B 09/17/86 2.0 ,,t('77/'E A('TII'E Array shunls degraded. ERBE-S & SARP failed. Roll
_,?,'rofailed, AVHRR degraded 11/92. In standbv ops.
GOES-7 (H) / A o2/26/87 7.0 ,,1('771"E ,,I('7717:,"
NOAA-I I (tt) / B o9/24/88 2.(I A_'rlrE AC'TBE Y-Gyro & DTR-5 A&B failed in lale 89. DTR-1B
Killed 2/92.
':rfiii,_SJiC:)i.............ii ......ii_))FSjsi4............;i i7]._._2_ii._7:_i7 :._...;i_:_D_.:_..-..g.i.:`(i_._;si._ii._is..87i_.i._.. .............. . .................................................
.TDRS-4 (D)/ B I!}'/! ;}/8.<7...........*.J.!.!:!.L...:.[[;71(!.7!.._._!!.;T(!._" ...................................................................................................................
COBE 11/18/89 0.83 4. Ill 4.10 Oyro-B failed 11189, ESA-A failed 4/91, BX gyro
failed 9/91 & gyro A&C failed 1993. Science
inission ended 12/23/93.
PEGSAT 04/05/90 (I.25 0.75 0.75 PEGASUS launched. Linfited life mission.
HST / B 04/24/90 15.(I ,.I('Tn'E A('TIIT=" Spherical abemltion in prima/T mirror. Gyros 4&5
failed Gyros l&6 failed 10/11/92. 1st servicing
mission 12/93
,..s.s.B!Ty......................................! !! (! t(_9..!!..............................................................s y s._.t!!._c!._._.d..p._.!o._:.g..!_!!.s.s.{o.!_:.................... ..........................
BBXRT 12t()2/9() STS allached pa)qoad mission.
GRO o4107191 2.25 ,-t('Tll_ A('TII"E Propulsion syslenl daniaged/degraded. DTR ops
slopped 4/92 due io high error rate. MPS bad 7/92.
Orbit rcboosted to 450 km late 1993.
NOAA-12 (D) t B O5114191 2.0 ,,lC'TllT? A('lTI'E
TDRS-5 (E) I A O8102191 *1o.o ,.t( "TIIT__ A('TII'E
UARS / S/(" B ll9/15/91 3.0 ,.1('771E A(:TIVE ISAMS instnmmnt failed 7/92. C_'ogens depleted
lnslr.'s (7 in CLAES mstn|ment 5/93: its science ended.
Eight instnmmnts still active.
SSBUV 113/24/92 STS attached payload mission
EUVE / B O61117192 1.13 ..I('HIE ,4C'171:E
SAMPEX(sMI.:N-I )I C 07103192 3.0 A('771E ,,l(7771;TS
..Tp.I_S;:!{..(.I=.!..(..............A.......!.!.!/..!.;}[![3............*.!.5.!:!.!....:[![[.7[[!.E.....A.¢[7.7!.[E...,..p.{!.l..j.![.oj.!_o.r.b.l!..s!.or!!.g.f..6/9}.:.. ................................
NOAA-13 (1) / B 118/09/93 2.11 11.113 0.113 Anomaly in power subssslem caused loss of
................................................................................................................................................._n_:._.r _3 r t 8( 7 ! (.%.... .... .... .......................................
HST [SM-III I 12102193 HST sen'icing nlission: COSTAR, WF/PC II,
2RSUs, SAs. elc. installed See HST entry above.
GOES-8 (I) t A o4113194 5.O A('77tT: A(rTII'E
...S..P.ART_,N..2!.t!.:!.!_!.p.... ...! 7_!?.4................4.!?..H.rs..................................................sTs _3 ! t_,c!,._d.p._,.,:.!o:._g.m!..ss!om...W_....c.m._.!_:..f.tt!!._a" ..
Wind (GGS t B 11101194 3.11 A('771_" At'TIlE
NOAA-14 (J) t B 12130194 2.(1 ,4('771E A('ITI'E
* - ('_,mplcx_;manlv pr_wisions,.';illfor 10year service li'omTDRSS sysienl
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